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Coffee agrosystems can be an effective conservation tool ifecologicd processes 

are retained while the small farmer simultaneously receives socio-economic benefits. 

Traditionaily coffee has been grown under a structurally diverse shade layer. yet has been 

transformed to a monoculture crop in many regions of Centrai Arnerica The potential to 

increase shade in coffee farms in the southern Pacifie region of Costa Rica was examined. 

The study combined socio-economic information and farmer preference fiom on- fm 

interviews with avian biodiversity information. Avian diwrsity was sampled with point 

counts in four coffee management systems vary ing in the main canopy species [Poco 

(Erythnna poeppigiana). Musa sp.. Eucalyptus deglupta. and Amariiiôn (Tenninalia 

nmazonia)] and increasing in the amount of shade in the farm. 

Of the four coffee management categories, T. amamnia had the highest avian 

diversity. Coffee farms with the heavily pruned Por6 had low species richness and 

diversity, and were poor habitats for birds. The Eucalyptus f m  had a surprisingly high 

biodiversit y for a non-native uee species. From the interviews f m e r s  stated an increase 

ui fungal pests in the coffee as their main reservation to increasing shade, in addition to a 

decrease in yields and the cost of planting trees. Those that were interested ui planting 

more mes stated a preference for timber species (including T. amuzonia). 

Recommendatioas were made for strategies to iocrease the percent of shade in coffee 

farms and for future studies în the region. 
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1 entered the Master's of Environmentai Studies program at York Univenity with 

a background in Zoology, a love for birds. and a strong desire to conserve the habitats 

about which 1 knew so much yet had so much more to l e an  1 began the prognm with a 

view that addressing issues of environmentai destruction required more than ecological 

information - that the human component of all ecosystew lived with continual influence 

fiom and on surrounding natural habitats. I became interested with peoples' daily 

choices on natural resource use and the influences on their behavior. I sought in the 

program to integrate my pnvious skills and knowledge gained nom the biological 

sciences with a different acadernic world fiom what 1 had experienced before - the social 

sciences. As humans are a criticai part of ail natural ecosysterns, 1 wanted to leam how 

habitat conservation could be successful for both people and for nature. 

My thesis research fulfills one of the requirements for my MES degree, focused 

on an interdisciplinary approach to habitat conservation. This research addresses al1 three 

learning components constructed at the start of my degree - 1) the use of ecological 

studies in habitat and biodiversity conservation, 2) understanding the context surrounding 

land-use, and 3) pIanning and management of conservation programs. The study 

combines ecological information, Ui terrns of avian diversity, with socio-economic issues 

regarding coffee practices in Costa Rica, information obtained through informal 

interviews. Recommendations on how to encourage ecologically-beneficial coffee 

practices in the region, hcluding the increase in amount of shade in coffee farms, were 

made by synthcsizing the information gained throughout the research. 



The opportunity to explore methods of combining ecological and socio-economic 

criteria to form successful conservation programs was provided in part by the donation of 

a 132-ha rainforest property to the FacuIty of Environmental Studies (ES) at York 

University in 1998 by Dr. Woody Fisher. This property, now know as Las Nubes 

B iological Reserve, is located in the southem Pacific reg ion of Costa Rica, 6km upstream 

from the Los Cusingos Neotropical Bird Sanctuary, the homestead of renowned tropical 

omithologist Dr. Alexander F. Skutch. Los Cusingos is now owned by the Tropical 

Science Center (TSC) of Costa Rica, one of the f i t  environmental organizations 

established in Central America, and now a leader in "the applied research and service 

conceming humankind. biological resources, and the physical environment" (TSC, 1993). 

In 1998, FES and TSC entered into a long-term partneahip focusing on the biological 

protection of Las Nubes, Los Cusingos and the section of land connecting the two. 

Directly to the northeast of Las Nubes lies Chimp6 National Park, a 501-km' 

reserve that is part of the La Amistad Biosphere Reserve straddling the border with 

Panama. The opportunity to connect these highland regions with the foothills of Los 

Cusingos dong the Peiias Blancas watershed could provide a passage for many aititudind 

migrant animal species, as well as habitat for migratory bird species that breed in North 

America and spend the rest of the year in tropical regions. Encouraging sustainable 

practices in this region could provide a stretch of habitat suitable for the dispersai and 

migration of fauna. 

My field experience in Costa Rica has taught me a variety of things. including a 

new Ianguage, what Me is Iike in a nird tropical community, and the complexity 



involved in addressing habitat conservation issues. 1 brought back with me many fond 

mernories, bonds of fkîendship that willlasta Lifetime. and a new way of Iooking at 

development and environmental issues in tropical countries. 1 only hope I have lefi as 

much behind. 



CEAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Introduction 

The field of conservation biology, by the very nature of the issues it seeks to 

resolve, must continualiy seek out alternative strategies in the quest for solutions to a 

prevalent worldwide problem Specincaüy, the conversion of complex natural 

ecosystems to monospecific managed systems that lack the ability to function without 

extemal assistance and that are deficient in the character and value prevalent in diverse 

systems. The disappearance of biodivenity carries consequences affecting rnany aspects 

of human societies, and npresents the loss of irreplaceable organisms developed over 

miilennia of evolution. Most issues of habitat and biodiveaity destruction are complex. 

location specific. and involve numerous and ofken confiicting groups of people, creating a 

challenge to biodivenity conservation that can onIy be met with a solid understanding of 

the m e  pressures and influences behind behavior patterns towards resource use. 

The main approach to habitat conservation across the world has been the 

establishment of protected areas. Although the value of large intact sections of unused 

habitat is priceless for ensuring survivd of biodiversity, this fom of conservation has 

been burdened with complications. Rotected areas in the p s t  tended to neglect the 

human aspect of ecosystems and were often established without regard to socio- 

economic, cultural, and land tenure issues of the surrounding communities (Utting, 

1994). Some parks were created through co~scation of land fiom peopIe who had 

inhabited the region for centuries. and in various locations local cornrnuniùes were 

unaware that a park had even been c ~ a t e d  in theîr forest. Local people continuecl or 



increased their use of the nsources protected in the reserve, either out of necessity or in 

anticipation of a loss of accessibiiity, increasing the conflict between the park and the 

people (Ryan, 1992). ûther parks continue to exist solely on paper, with few 

enforcement staff and low budgets m e r  hampering conservation efforts. More recently 

it has become apparent tint the success of protected areas depends on the support and 

cooperation of local populations, and community participation has been incorporated into 

some park management decisions. 

Protected areas alone however, cannot ensure the protection of al1 the Earth's 

biodiversity. Without tacküng the influences behind environmentally destructive 

activities, parks do not necessarily attend to the reasons behind the need for protected 

habitat. They are also highly dependent on the state of the surroundhg land use 

(Pimentel et aL, 1992), often described as isoiated in 'a sea' of devastation, and indeed 

deforestation outside of reserves remains high in rnany places in the world'. The amount 

of land in the world cumntly with protected status is estimated at 5% of the earth's land 

surface (Ryan, 1992), with the remabder shaped by human mmaged habitats. Hope for 

biodiversity lies in that fact that not ai i  agricultural lands are biological deserts, and that 

some agrosystems, especidy traditional stnictunlly diverse systems, cm support high 

levels of biodiversity. Putting a greater focus towards increasing the value of 

agrosystems for biodiversity may prove to be a more successful conservation strategy. 

' A study of the Sarapiqui region of Costa Rica indicated that although defaesration within protected areas 
bas decreased, between f 99 1 and 1995 there was a defmtaiion rate of 3.2% outside of reserves compareci 
to 0,1696 inside, dong with a noticeable increase in the nurnber offiagments (Sanchez-Azofeifa et al, 
1999). 



By incorporating ecologically sustainable practices into conternporary agriculture. 

that provide both benefits for the farmec and suitable habitat for biodiversity, the impacts 

of agriculturepn biodiversity can be reduced. Although it should be possible to 

incorporate ecological practices into al l  types of agriculture. the strategy of restnicturing 

agiculturai landscapes for biodivenity protection is optimal in regions where traditional 

agriculture has previously operated with ecological practices, where agricultural land-use 

is adjacent to remaining stretches of intact habitat, and where biodiversity is high 

(Pimente1 et al., 1992). Central America is a prime example of such a location. where 

there is a high concentration of the earth's biodiversity, indigenous cultures have been 

practicing sustainable agroforestry2 for centuries, and smallholders tend to settle on the 

'agriculturai fiontier' adjacent to remaining forest patches. Central Amerka has also 

experienced high rates of deforestation in the past fifky years. as kilomeues of forest have 

been replaced with Pasture and commercial agriculture. makiag a searcb for alternative 

sustainable practices an even higher priority. 

Agroforestry has been a significant part of Iiveiihood in Central America since the 

pre-Columbian era, and continues today in the smdI farms seen throughout the region. 

Traditionaily these systerns have provided the majority of food. construction and 

medicinal products within a highly stntcturaiiy diverse system. Farm practices have 

adapted to local conditions over generations and tend to share common management 

methods that promote ecoIogical stabiiity including low extemai inputs. intercropping, 

A system of land-use whac trees are planted with the main agricultural crop. dong with vegerabIa, 
medicinal plants, and mimals, either sequentially or simultaneously (Nair, 1993)- 



diversification of crops, recychg of organic materiais. minimum soil disturbance, and 

enicient use of local energy resources (Altieri, 1990). As the structure of these systerns 

approaches that of n a t d  ecosystems, the greater likelihood they wiil be sustainable by 

kceping complex ecological interactions intact while providicg a IiveIihood for the 

f m e r  (Giiessman. 1998). 

Coffee (Coffea sp) cultivation is an agroforestry system that has traditioaally used 

ecologicaily beneficid practices. and that cumntly accounts for 7.4% of arable land and 

44% of permanent crop1and3 in a region detüied by Mexico. Central Amerka. the 

Caribbean Islands and nonhern South America (Rice. 1993). Although not native to 

Central ~merica~ .  it has since become entwined with the people of the region and their 

cultures, and now provides a livelihood for over twenty million people (Ibid.). Initidly 

coffee was grown in Centrai America under a dense shade canopy. It was also readiiy 

incorporated into indigenous agro forestry systerns as the strategy for planting CO ffee was 

very similar to that used in indigenous shaded cacao systerns cultivated beneath the forest 

canopy. The practice of keeping an intact canopy retained the associated epiphytes. 

lianas. moss and Lichens on the native trees. As fmers incorporated useful and preferred 

tree species into the f m  and removed those deemed unsuitable. the f m  became a 

managed forest ecosystem that retained the structural diveaity borrowed from the 

tropical forest. 

0th permanent crops (usuaily perennials as defined by the FAO) are bananas, oit palm and sugarane 
' Conet aiginated in the f m  understory of Ethiopia and was not intmduced to Centrai America until 
1723- 



TraditionaI coffee systems often attain a diversity of species and structure quite 

similar ro the surrounding forests (Perfecto et al, 1996)'. The structural layers consist of 

coffee as the understory often interplanted with vegetable crops, nitrogen-fixing 

legumiaous trees of the genus lnga or Erythrina. fniit trees and banana or plantains 

(MW species) occupying the middle layer, and t d  native hardwoods forming an open 

canopy. Products from the shade trees, such as h i t  and timber, are used in the home or 

sold supplementing the income gained from the annual coffee harvest and providing a 

weli balanced diet (Lok, 1998). By retaining healthy ecological functions, few 

agrochernical inputs are required, as the natural system of pest control remains and the 

diverse canopy maintains nutrient cycling. The f m  is also a good source of fuewood, 

an essentid fueI to rural dwellings. 

Studies show that str~cturally diverse shaded coffee systems support a high 

biological diversity for a wide variety of taxa in Mexico, Guatemala and the Caribbean 

Islands. comparable to surrounding natural forest (Perfecto et ai., 1996). Many have 

focused especially on birds and have shown that shaded cofliee plantations could provide 

an important refuge for resident birds in a hgmented habitat. In Puerto Rico for 

example, where almost 99% of the forest cover had k e n  removed by the early 1900s. 

only 1 1.6% of the island's native bird species became extinct, a phenomenon partly 

auniuted to the findings that 46% of the island's resident land birds are commoniy found 

in shaded coffee plantations (Brash, 1987). Studies have also shown that Nearctic- 

Farms in Mexico have been found to contain 90 to I2û s-es of tries and vegetation (Moguel and 
Toledo. 1999). 



breeding migratory biriis6, whose deches in population can be attnbuted mahiy to the 

fjcagmentation and loss of habitat in both wuintering and breeding habitat (Askins et ai., 

1990). dso benefit strongiy h m  shaded systems (Greenberg et al., 1997qb; Wunderle 

and Latta, 1996). 

The practice of growing coffee with a stratified shade layer was transforme& 

however, in the mid 1900s across regions of Central America to incnase yields in 

response to an increased world demand for coffee. This change was supported mainly by 

international agencies such as the World Bank and USAID (Rice, 1993). Traditionai 

coffee me varieties were replaced by those that were more Sun tolerant. and the amount 

of shade in the canopy layer was reduced to almost zero (labeled as Sun coffee). 

Although in the f h t  year sun coffee plantations produce high yields, large amounts of 

chernical pesticides and fertilizers are required to main the high output, killing soi1 

microfauna, contarninating the local environment and adding health risks for farmers. as 

weU as inmeashg the cost of production. Transformation to sun coffee gained 

justification in the 1970s when outbreaks of the coEee leaf nist (Hemileia vasranix) 

began making its way up the isthmus fkom South Amenca (Rice, 1993; Rice and Ward, 

1996; Perfecto et al., 1996). This was a fungai disease. and it was beiieved that the 

h d d i t y  under a thick canopy would propagate the pest, so that the removal of shade 

was essentiai. Aithough the rnayhem expected nom this disease never occurred, 

transformation progressed anyway with rernovai of shade and was seen by some as a 

The tem Nearct ic -Mg migrant L used tfaoughout this papa to represcnt those migrant bird speties 
h t  bred in North Gmtnca and winter in tropical regions This is to distinguish these migrants h m  
species tbat migrate fiom southcrty tropical regions to northern tropicd Iatitudes. 

6 



second wave of deforestation (Rice and Ward, 1996). 

Coffee currentiy holds the position as the second largest export commodity in the 

wodd after petroleum, with a world value of US $14 billion (Rice and McCIean. 1999). 

The crop is grown in over eighty countnes on four continents, with Cenval America and 

the Cariibean accounting for 25 to 30% of production (Rice, 1993). The rnajority of  

cof5ee farms in Central America today are less than five hectares in size but together own 

Iess than haIf of d the land cultivated in coffee. The remainder of land is controfled by a 

smaii percentage of large landholders who have the capital to invest in the high 

production costs associated with Sun coffee systerns. 

SrnaIl f m e r s  in Central America are often locked in a cycle of agricultural 

credits and debt, and receive for their coffee only a ftaction of the price consumers pay in 

North America (Rice and McCIean, 1999). By focusing on one main incorne-generating 

crop, they are at the mercy of the fluctuating international price for coffee, and if ail 

socio-economic needs are not met on the fann aione, farrners must seek aiternative 

methods for obtaining them. at times from the surrounding tropical forests. Shaded 

coRee f m  could meet some of these socio-economic needs through the additional trees 

and their products associated with coffee, and could assist biodiversity by both providing 

habitat and foraging niches and by aiieviating pressure on intact forest patches. The 

magnitude of the coffee market and the influence of consumer demand on management 

practices in CO ffee producing countries indicates that ecologicaIIy beneficial CO ffee 

agrosystems could play a signifcant role in biodiversity protection. 



1 3  Research issues and questions 

In Costa Rica over 40% of coffee is currently considered technified, with an 

additional 50% at an intermediate Ievel between traditional and sua coffee (Rice, 1993). 

The widespread practice of s d  amounts of shade associated with coffee presents a 

challenge for the attempt to encourage more sustainable practices in the region. 

EssentiaIiy six topics need to be investigated when looking at the possibilities to 

encourage the increase of shade in f m  that have become technifed (modified fiom 

Beer et al., 1998): (1) the priorities and preferences of farmers for home use and sale of 

additional shade uee products; (2) what tree species can grow at that location 

biophysicaliy; (3) the benefits to biodiversity (e.g. tree species, specific to a location, that 

support hig h Ievel of tropical forest diversit y); (4) existence of markets for additional 

products and their profitabiiity to fmen:  (5) suitabiiity of p~actices within 

environmentai Iaws of the country; and (6) opemess (or limitations) CO change. The 

examination of socio-economic benefits derived fkom shade trees is essentiai because 

these variables, rather than biologicai ones, are used by fmen  when rnaking 

management decisions regarding their farms (Budowski. 1993). 

The above issues must be investigated within the fi-amework where land-use 

decisiow are king made, incorporating "socio-economic, sociotuItural and socio- 

poiiticd aspects" into any proposed project design (Utting, 1994). To date few socio- 

economic studies have ken conducted on coEee plantations in Centrai America or on the 

benefits and costs at the f m  Ievel (Beer et al,, 1998; Budowski, 1993; Current et al., 

1995; Leon, 1998). 



In the following study 1 combine biodiversity data with social. cultural and 

economic information nom local farrnen, to investigate the possibaity of increasing the 

m u n t  of shade in coffee farms in two communities in southern Costa Rica, touchhg on 

the six previously mentioned topics. Three broad research questions were forrned to 

investigate the current practice of coffee in the study region and how an increase in shade 

could be encouraged: 

(1) What are the priorities of the fmer  regarding the coEee f m  and what are the 

concems and attitudes of coffee f m e n  towards altering current practices by 

introducing more shade trees? 

(2) What uses other than shade do different tree species cultivated w ith coffee 

provide for srnail farmea? 

(3) How do different coffee management system differing in the shade me species 

compare in terms of avian diveaity, and which tree species would be most 

beneficiai to the conservation of this group? 

Birds were uxd as a biodiversity Uidicator for a variety of reasons including the 

weU-documented census mthods for birds (Hutto et aL, 1986; Bibby et al.. 1992). the 

ability to dkem birds both by sight and by sound, the generd notion that birds are good 

indicaton of environmental disturbances, and the wealth of research on tropical birds in 



the research location from the studies of Dr. Alexander Skutch (Stïies and Skutch, 1989; 

Skutch, 1987; 1983a,b; 197 1; 1954). There is aheady evidence fkom observations that 

bird species are declining in and around Los Cusingos, especiaily as the land-use has 

rapidly changed i?om forest to a variety of agriculturd practices, including coffee (Dr. 

Skutch, per. comm). Additiondly. then is considerable public interest in birds and study 

results c m  easily catch the attention of coffee consumers in North Arnenca. 

From the research questions four main working objectives of the research were 

constructed as follows: 

(1) To gather information and perspectives on the economic, social, and political 

factors aflecting coffee land-use in Costa Rica, in order to set and understand the 

context in which current practices exist and in which land-use changes are 

occurring. 

(2) To compare species divenity in four dflerent coKee management practices. 

using avian diversity as a biological indicator. 

(3) To gather information on the use and value of the different shade tree products 

to the people of the community nom informal interviews and anecdotd 

information. 



(4) To combine results from the previous objectives in order to recommend 

strategies io increase the amount of shade over coffee using management 

practices that are both ecologically sustainable and econornically productive at the 

f m  level for the region. 

1.3. Organization of the research 

The variety of coffee agrosystems in Centrai America is examined in more detail 

in Chapter 2. with emphasis on shaded coffee systerns. To provide a framework and 

background for the research. Costa Rica and the significance of coffee in this country is 

examined in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 documents the research site, detailed research methods 

of both the informal interviews with community memben, and the avian point counts in 

the four coffee management practices. Chapter 5 discusses the results of the research - a 

description of current coffee management practices, apparent themes fiom the interviews, 

and results and discussion of the data analysis from the avian point counts. Fmally, 

Chapter 6 integrates and synthesizes the information attained during the study, providing 

suggestions on how to increase the use of shade over coffee in the region, and giving 

recommendations for hiture projects or research that would be beneficiai for the study 

region. 



CHAPTER 2= COFFEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

2.1. Coffee 

Coffee is a tropical plant that grows between the latitudes of 25" N and 25" S, 

which evolved under permanent shade within a four-layer forest complex in Ethiopia It 

grows best in regions with precipitation of 1600 to 2000 mm per year, yet requires a 

distinctive dry season of three to four months to stimulate flowering of the plant and 

ripening of the fiuit (Maestri and Santos Barros, 1977). Optimal altitudes for growth 

range between 900 and 1400 metres above sea level (Muschler, 1997). with growth 

restrictions mainly due to temperatun as photosynthesis begins to slow above 24"C, 

becoming negligible at 34OC. According to a study by Muschler (1997) in Costa Rica, 

low elevations (below 900~1). poor soik and high winds are all characteristics that favour 

the use of shade, whereas higher crop yields can be attained without shade at optimal 

elevations where the suil is rich in nutrients and there is no wind. Aithough this 

argument has ken used to support the expansion of sun coffee in the Central Valley 

region in Costa Rica, this method of determining where shade should or should not be 

used is aot always carried out in practice. 

The tunuig and hiting of the coffee plant depends on the elevation and on the 

varÏety of coffee used. Mer  the white flowers have ken poffinated, a green h i t  or 

berry7 develops. which becornes a deep red when ripe. The red beny is picked by hand 

7 There is varying tenninology used in the litetanne to describe the stages of the coffee product 6om firuit 
to coffee cup. Throughout this paper i wiil be rderring to the green and ripe b i t  on the coffee plant as a 
'berry' and the prcduct afrer processing, which is traded on the market, as a 'bean'. 



evuy harvest season. The berries con& of four layers: an outer layer of skin. a layer of 

puip, a thin casing surroundiug the seed. and the seed itself. It is the seed that. once 

roasted, becornes the famüiar coffee bean that is ground for the beverage. There are two 

species of coRee sold on the international market differing in their taste quaiity. C. 

robusta, the majority of which is grown in Africa and Asia. has a coarser taste, is higher 

in caffeine. and is used mainly to produce instant coffees. C. arabica. 80% of which is 

grown in Latin America, has a smoother fiavour but less caffieine. and is the origin of 

most gourmet coffees. A variety of other parameters affect the taste of the fmal product 

including elevation (bemes ripen more slowly at higher elevations, producing a harder 

higher quaiity bean with more flavour). amount of shade [many consumea believe that 

coffee grown under shade has a richer flavour, Rice and Ward ( 1996) and CEC (1999) ] 

and the way the h i t  is processed (with either the wet or dry method). 

Coffee produced with the wet versus the dry processing method is less bitter and 

has a richer fi avour, and is the most cornmon form of processing coffee in Costa Rica. 

The dry rnethod involves drying the harvested red beny in the sun or a drier, and then 

removing the dried outer b i t  before roasting the contained bean. The wet method 

involves subjecting the harvested berry to a variety of water treatmnts (occurring at 

benEficios, coffee processing plants) that decompose the surroundhg fruit. isolathg the 

contained seed (Alvarado Soto and Rojas Cubero. 1994). Dry processing is the 

traditionai method and today is usualIy reserved for Robusta coffees. The isolated bean 

in its unroasted fom (ofien caLied 'green' coffee) is the part that is traded on the 

internationai market, and is usualiy roasted and gound in the irnporting country. 



2.2. Diversity of coffee systems 

The main alterations to coflee management practices intended to increase yields 

throughout Central Amerka (Tabk 1) involved replacing the actual variety of coffee 

plants cultivated. changing management mthods in the farm. and reducing the amount of 

shade in the canopy. Older coffee varieties such as tipica and bourbon, which have a life 

span of more than thirty years and a height of up to five metres. were replaced with 

hybrid stunted varieties such as cuturra. cutuai. and catimor, and a new hybrid called 

CR95 that was supposedly resistant to Ieaf mst. ail bred for their high production and low 

stature. As a result of high productivity and increased exposure to Sun, the lifespan of a 

plant is between ten to twelve years instead of twenty-fve or more for plants grown in 

traditional systems. Approximately 92% of Costa Rica's coffee sector is now made up of 

the newer short stature varieties of catuai, caturra and catimor (Alvarado Soto and Rojas 

Cubero. 1994). Other improvements included recommendations for higher levels of 

fertilization and pesticidc use, and strict po~arding8 regimes for shade mes, increasing 

the amount of labour required in the f m  compared to traditional systems. In Costa 

Rica. as a resuIt of these technologicai changes, production of coffee increased 735% 

wide the amount of land in coffee increased by ody 125% between 1950 and 1990 

(Zamora-Quiros, 1997). YieIds increased fiom 10 quintale? per hectare to 32-35 

quintuies per hectare (Zamora-Quiros, 1997). 

' An agrofmestry terni that describes the removd of branches from a tree to manage its growth and the 
amount of branchinp in the aown. It often involves the removd of ail but a couple of branches attacheci to 
a tmk  that is 2-4 m in height 

A unit used to measure coffee - 1 quinrd is equivalmt to a 46 kg bag 



TABLE 1: Cornparison of traditional and modem coffee management practices in Central 
America [modified nom Perfecto et al., (1996)l. 

1 CHARACTERISTIC 1 TRADITIONAL 1 MODERN 

1 CoRee variety 1 ripica. bourbon 1 caturra. catuai. catUnor 

1 % shade cover 160-9096 (0-5096 

1 Height of shade trees 1 15-25m 1 5-8m 
Speciesofshadeused -edforest*nuitv legumes, ofien 

bananas and leaumes monoculture 
Density of coffee 1,000-2,000 per hectare 3,000- 10,000 per hectare 

1 Years to fnt harvest 1 4-6 yean 1 2-3 pars 

1 ~Gtat ion iifespan 1 3 0 t  years 1 12- 15 years 

1 Agrochemical use 1 none to low 

( Yield 

The shade layer continuum from thick traditional shade coffee to Sun coffee, as 

seen in coffee farms of Mexico, is ilIustrated in Fg. 1 (Moguel and Toledo. 1999). 

Rustic shade, consisting of coffee planted in the cleared tropical forest undentory, and 

traditional polyculture, where selected trees are incorporated over the coffee, represent 

the traditional methods, with a canopy height of twenty to thirty metres. These systems 

are rare in Costa Rica Commercial polyculture, with a canopy of around fifteen metres, 

and specialized shade represent coffee systems after modemization in the 1970s. The 
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FIGURE 1: ilIu,ctration o f h  different shade regimes ofcoffee management systems in 
Mexico. [ S o m :  Moguel and Toledo (1 999)]. 



removal of shade reaches an extreme in sun coffee (unshaded monoculture), where 

tightly packed rows of coffee are fuUy exposed to Sun. Sun coffee systems are 

concentmted in the Centrd Valley highlands in Costa Rica 

This variety of CO Ree systems in Central America makes providing a definition 

for 'shade coEee' exmmely dinicult. Shade coffee farms in countries such as Guatemala 

and El Salvador cm be indistinguishabie fiom forest by the untlained eye (Rice, 1993; 

various per. comm) due to the divenity of trees in coRee farms. In Costa Rica however, 

coffee grown with only one species, the Ieguminous Por6 (Erythrina poeppigiana), cut to 

a height of three to four metres and widely distributed throughout the farrn. is considered 

shade coffee by the National Costa Rican Institute of Coffee (ICAFE) because a tree 

species has been incorporated into the farm. A definition of 'shade coffee' is needed for 

marketing purposes, but this defulition should be specific to the coffee producing country 

as shade coEee in countries such as Costa Rica may never reach IeveIs of tree divenity 

seen in other countries, but can still be more beneficiai to biodivenity than existing 

coffee systems. 

2.3. Shade coffee as a rePuge for biodiversity 

The progressive aiteration of traditional shaded coffee to high input monocuhures 

in Central Amenca during the past twenty years has spuned investigations comparing 

diversity between forest, shaded coffee and co ffee mnocultures across a wide variety of 

taxa in Centrai America (beetles: Neste1 et al., 1993; ants: Perfecto and Vandermeer, 

1996; Perfecto and Snelling, 1995; Roth et aL, 1994; bats: Estrada et al., 1993; other 



mammals: Galiina et ai., 1996 and Estrada et ai., 1994). Gened results among these 

studies indicate a pattern of species diversity and species distnitioo evenness that is Iow 

in sun coffee, higher in shaded plantations. and highest in intact forest patches. Results 

indicate a nmoval of shade would reduce insect dnrersity, enhance the dominance of a 

few species (Neste1 et al, 1993), and encourage the dominance of the tropical fue ant 

Solenopsis geminata (Perfecto and Vandermer, 1996). Perfecto and Sneliing ( 1995), 

looking specificdy at the diversity of ground foraging ants with the change in vegetative 

structure fiom traditional to monocultue coffee, found a signifcant decrease of divenity 

through the gradient £tom shaded to zero shade plantations. There have been few studies 

done on insects in the canopy, but preliminary results with fogging techniques show a 

high divenity of ants in the canopy Iayer (qtd. in Petiecto and Snelling, 1995). 

The majority of avian divenity studies in coffee have focused on Mexico, 

Guatemala and the Caribbean Islands (Wunderle and Latta, 1996; Greenberg et al., 

L997a,b; Moguel and Toledo, 1999). These studies generally compared diversity 

between Sun coffee, shaded coffee (usually with common leguminous trees such as Ingn 

or Gliricidia sepium) and remnant forest sections in the region. Again, a higher avian 

diversity was found in structurally diverse coffee faims, comparable to surrounding intact 

forests. 

Greenberg et ai. (1997a) of the Smithsonian Migratory Bird Centre (SMBC), 

compared bird diversity in the Ocosingo Vdey of Chiapas Mexico (using point counts 

and transects over t h e )  between rustic coffee plantations (in the shade of semi-deciduous 

tropical broad leaved forest). fanns dominated by planted Inga. and various surrounding 



natufal habitats. There was no difference between the rustic and Inga coEee farms in 

tenm of plantation size, average canopy height, coffee height or tree density. Results 

showed a higher species nchness in the shaded plantations ( 104 species in hga 

plantations, 1 O7 species in rustic coffee) compared to other managed habitats sampled 

(pasture, milpa etc), with the exception of intact primary or Iowland secondary growth 

forests. Although some of the more specialist forest species were not found in the coffee 

plantations, the study did show among the highest densities and divenity of Nearctic- 

breeding migrants. The authors concluded that "much of the value of shade coffee 

plantations for consenring bird diversity cm be found in planted as well as mstic coffee. 

provided that the planted plantations are of comparable structure" (Greenberg et al.. 

1997a). 

Foiiowing this study. research was conducted in Guatemala to examine the danger 

of adopting a dichotomous sun versus shade argument by looking at fanns domuiated by 

Inga, plantations dominated by Gkicidin sepium and Sun CO ffee pianrations with 

negligible canopy cover, and comparing these to forest remnant and surrounding natural 

habitat (Greenberg et aL, 199%). Both shaded plantations had a Iow canopy height of six 

to eight mues. with a 40% to 50% shade cover, and the G. sepium plantation had a lower 

vertical structural cornplexit y tban the Inga plantation. The avian diversty was highest in 

remnant forests (8% 122 species) followed by farrns with Inga (73 species), and the Ieast 

amount of species was found in farrns with Gliricidiu (65 species), which had diversity 

Ieveis closer to sun coffee. The study aiso found that the total number of birds per point 

was positively correlated with sbade cover and the nurnber of tree species. The higher 



diversity in Inga fims was most iikely due to a strong attraction of hummingbird and 

icteridiO species to Inga Bowers, and possibly due to an increased insect food source on 

the Inga trees". 

Comparing the study in Guatemala with the study in Chiapas, Greenberg et ai. 

(1997b) observed a much lower species diversity o v e d  in the Guatemaian coffee 

plantations than those in Mexico. The researchers attributed this to the heavy shade 

management practices in Guatemala (where trees are pollarded twice a year) and heavy 

pesticide use, to protect the farm against invasion fiom coffee fungal pests. In the f a m  

studied in Chiapas, highly technified plantations with reduced shade were virtudy 

absent. and most of the farms were of the rustic type. The overd message that can be 

taken fiom both of these studies is that heavy pmning of the shade layer affects 

biodiversity adversely, and that plantations should have 'the greatest structural and 

floristic diversity possible and still ailow economically viable retums nom a coRee f a r d  

(Greenberg et al, 1997b). 

2.4. Biophysieal benefits of shade trees to the farm 

The Tropical Agronomie Centre for Research and Teaching (CATIE) was the fxst 

institution in Central America to initiate an agmforestry program and became a Ieading 

institution on the research of trees associated with coffee farms, investigating a variet y of 

biophysicd benefits of trees in coffee ecosystems (Beer, 1987; Beer et aI., 1998). One 

'O Amaiean oriole and blackbird hmily. 
t t Ackerman et al. (1998) found a variety of insects attracted to Inga species including psshopper and 
Lepidoptera specispecies feedinp on the taves, leaf cutter ants, and wood boring insects as well as predators 
such as wasps, ants and spiders. 



signifïcant benefit of mes in agriculture is a reduction in soil erosion provided by the 

roots, and a large reduction in nitrogeo leaching nom the soil (Babbar and Zak. 1995). 

Exposure to full sun in sun coffee plantations causes overbearing of M t ,  creating a great 

stress on the plant. lncreasing the amount of shade removes this stress and inmases the 

longevity of the plant. Shade was also found to decrease wind damage to coffee plants 

and to create a more optimal microclimate for ecoiogical processes in the soil (Ibid). 

Additional benefits of shade trees include the reduction in agrochemicds and 

labour required on the f m .  The addition of nitrogen-fhg legurninous shade trees such 

as Inga species, Erythrina species or G. sepium, cm provide levels of nitrogen 

equivalent to recommended levels of chernical fertilizers by using the leaves as mulch on 

the soi1 (Beer et ai.. 1998). A study of E. poeppiginna grown with coffee and zero 

fertilizer produced the same amount of h s h  h i t  and soii nitrogen leveI(224.75 m' of 

h i t  and 74.2 kg per hectare of nitrogen) as a sun coffee plantation using 132 kg per 

hectare of fenilizer (Ramiiez, 1993). Using the Ieaves as mulch in this manner also 

provides a protective layer to the soil, suppressing weed growth, and thereby reducing the 

labour and chem*cals required. In addition. the higher diversity and density of arthropod 

predaton and parasitoids, as weiI as foraging insectivorous mammds. cm decrease the 

number of pests on coffee, and the amount of pesticides required (Perfecto et aL, 1996). 

2.5. Benefits of shade coffee to the small farmer 

Cultivating other trees with coffee that provide additional products that can be 

sold (including Umber. hits ,  vegetables), reduces the dependency of coffee farmers on 



one crop (Beer et ai., 1998). This is especialiy beneficid for a crop whose yield and 

prices Vary substantially between years. A study conducted at CATIE (Beer et al., 1998) 

indicated that farms with Cordia alliodom (Laurel) planted at 100 trees per hectare 

produced an average of four to six cubic metns of wood per year, which wodd 

compensate for a reduction of coffee yield up to 17%. Smallholden dso benefit through 

the reduction in agrochernical use in farrns with more shade, by reduced costs and labour, 

and through the provision of a hedthier environment for the srnaliholder and family. 

Economic contniutions of coffee agroforestry systems at the f m  level have not 

yet been addressed and specific cost-benefit analyses are needed (Current et ai., 1995; 

M n *  1998). The economic studies that have been done usually do not include income 

from the sale of additional products fkom shade trees nor environmental extemalities such 

as pesticide contamination. health risks, silting of nvers fiom erosion and others. Gobbi 

(2000) stated costs for five coffee f a m  types in El Salvador, and found that production 

costs. inputs and materiais, and npair and maintenance were almost twice as high per 

hectare in sun coffee farms compared to other types. However fuaher studies need to be 

conducted on the economic bene fits to fmen,  including ail extemalities and additio rial 

income that c m  be gained fiom a f m  with an increased level of shade. 

2.6. Market opportunities for shade coffee 

Over 70% of the world coffee market de& in Arabica coffee, with the main 

terminai market in New york12. Thne giant coqanies control most of the coffee market 

I2 The second main terminai market is in London. deding maidy with Robusta coffee h m  Bnzil. 



in the Western Hemisphere, NestE, Proctor and Gamble, and PhilIip Morris, together 

accounting for 6046 of the market share. Aithough the price of coffee has always 

fluctuated on the market, often in response to high or low harvests in Brazil, the demand 

for coffee is inelastic, remaining relatively stable as price varies 13. This suggests that 

consumers would be willing to purchase ecologicdly fi-iendly cofiee, even if the pnce is 

higher. 

There are currently three main types of certification programs available for cofTee, 

varying in the focus of their certification criteria. The Fair Trade label requires improved 

matment of coffee harvesters and better living conditions, while 'cedfied organic' 

requires agrochemicaCfiee practices. Neither of these programs, however. requires the 

use of a shade layer with the coffee and therefore do not necessarily suppon high 

biodiversity levels. 

The market for shade coffee has just begun in the Iast decade, and as yet there is 

no consensus on criteria or standards. Insted, a variety of organizations have promoted 

and marketed different labels of shade coffee, either through third party certification (e.g. 

ECO-O.K. label) or direct purchase f?om farms (Rice and McClean, 1999). The 

standards of each organization however share similarities in the number of tree species 

required in the canopy layer, the percent of shade and the regdation of agrochemical use. 

Som of the current programs include: Rainforest AUiance - ECO.0.K program in 

GuatemaIa and El Salvador; Conservation International - E-coffee in EI Triunfo, Mexico; 

- - 

I3 in 1995 tbe Association of Coffee Roducing Cwntrïes ( A m  forme- to lhit coffee exports in order 
to increase international pnces. In May 2000 the ACPC r a i d  the minimum prïce of coffee by 37 cents to 
e0.95 pet pound, althwgh this is not expected to have much impact on coffee consumers (Bertin. 2000). 



Worïd Wiidiife Fund (WWF-Canada) Café Forestal in Aread, Costa Rica; Smithsonian 

Migratory Bird Centre - Bird Friendly coffee seai. 

The current demand for specidty coEee in North America may provide an 

indinct incentive for changing management practicu to shade coffee tbrough the higher 

monetary premiums fannen could obtain. Sales of specialty coffee in the United States, 

a country that accounts for half the global market for roasted gourmet coffee, increased 

fiom $1 billion in 1990 to $2.5 billion in 1995 (Rice and Ward, 1996). Shade CO ffee 

sales currently are valued at US30 miiiion, 1% of total gourmet coffee sales (Rice and 

McClean, 1999). The premiums from sale of coflee under the ECO-O.K. label are not 

decided, but could be sold for an extra $0.10 a pound or more (Ibid.). The adoption of 

shade certification criteria (planting trees, education in agrochemical use) was found to 

be feasible in five coffee fami types ranging from rustic to sun coffee in El Sdvador 

(Gobbi, 2000). However incorporating these criteria into sun coffee showed the most 

profit, and a risk-free investment occurred oniy with adoption into traditional polyculture 

farms. 



CHAETER 3: SETTUVG THE CONTEXT FOR ][NVESTIGATIûN - COSTA 
RICA, CONSERVATION AND COFFEE 

It is important to explore the social, economic and political conditions in which 

land use decisions are being made in order to gain a stronger understanding of the 

influences on farmers' decisions conceming CO ffee management practices. This chapter 

gives a concise background of Costa Rica, its conservation infrastructure. and the coKee 

industry in this country. These subjects are dealt with briefly, in order to set a context in 

which the research was conducted, and are accompanied by references that go into more 

depth cited thmughout the discussion. 

3.1. A brief description of Costa Rica 

Costa Rica is located at the southern end of the Centrai Arnerican isthmus 

between 8" and 10" North of the equator, positioned between Panama to the south and 

Nicaragua to the nonhwest. It is the second smallest Central American country with a 

land area of 5 1,100 W. It supports a population near 3,841,000 (FAO, 1999), and has 

the highest GNP per capita in Central Arnerica ($6550 in terms of purchasing power 

parities), one of the highest Iiteracy rates in the world (at 94%), and a life expectancy of 

76 years (UNDP, 1999). The majority of the population is concentrated in the Centrai 

Valley highIanck sumunding the capital city of San José (Fig. 2) and 56% of the 

population lived in d areas in 1992 (Biesanz et ai., 1999). 

AgricuIturai production is the kgest mauistay of the country, eanllng a combined 

two-thirds of the national revenue and occupying more than halfof the arable land in the 



FIGURE 2: Map of Costa Rica simating the study region (inset). 



country (Evans, 1999). Approximately 85% of these agriculturd producers are s d  

farmers with less than ten hectares while 3% are large estates owners who contro147% of 

the land in agriculture (Watson et aL, 1998). The banana industry surpassed coffee as the 

number one revenue eamer in the 1900s. yet both of these have k e n  out competed by 

'ecotourism' since 1992, which generated US$7ûû million in 1997 (Evans, 1999). 

Five mountain chains divide the country and act as natural evolutionary baniers 

(Fig. 2), thereby supporthg a high diversity of natural vegetation and fauna for such a 

s m d  land area (Hall, 1985)'~. Approximately 900 bird species have been documented in 

Costa Rica consisting of a complex mix of North American and South American families, 

a result of the geologicd formation of the Centrai American isthmus (Stiies and Skutch, 

1989). Bird species in the southem Pacific region share a close affiiity to those of South 

Amencan origin. Of the total number of bird species noted in Costa Rica, over 200 are 

migratory, the majorit y Nearctic-breeding migrants. At least fa y to sevent y-five species 

undertake altitudina1 migrations, moving up-siope in the dry season to breed, and down- 

dope during the wet season to avoid the heaviest of rains, yet this is most likely an 

underestimate since movements of species are poorly known (Stiles, 1993). Despite the 

efforts at conservation in the country, the greatest threat to Costa Rica's avifauna is 

habitat Ioss (Stiles and Skutch, 1989), followed by hunticg and the cage bird tradeis. 

The culture of Costa Rica has a rich history as it was exposed to a European 

- 

'' These v&ed ecozona of Costa Rica are divideci into twelve Life Zones by Dr. Lslie Holdridge of the 
Tmpical Science Center, based on tempemure, rainfiil, evaporatim, humidity and elevation (Hofdndge, 
1967). 
'' The practice of having at Ieast one büd (e.gEuphonias. Black-faced Solitaires ÿlguctos), Parakeets) in a 
cage is a common si@ throughout ninl Costa Rica (Stiles and Skutch, 1989: petsonai observation). 



influence nom the Spanish colonûts which was intertwined with indigewus pre- 

Columbian cultures of the country. It is a common rnyth that there were few indigenous 

people when the Spanish settled, and that the independent subsistence colonists created a 

'M classless democracy of peace-loving white farmers" (Biesanz et al., 1999). On the 

conuaiy, archaeological evidence indicates pop& had iived in Costa Rica for at least 

11,000 years before conquest, and that the country was a bridge between cultures to the 

north and cultures from the south. An estimated 400.000 to 500,000 people iived in 

Costa Rica when Columbus arrived, distributed between sorne nineteen chiefdorns (Ibid). 

These populations practiced slash-and-bum agriculture and agroforestry with crops such 

as yuca, peppers, tomatoes, beans, corn, avocados, and pejibayes (Saenz Maroto, 1972), 

and had little negative effect on the existing forests. 

When Spanish settlers arrived in 152 I ,  many of these indigenous people were 

killed by foreign diseases, were shipped to other counvies as slaves. or reueated into 

remote mountain regions. A mestizo culture emerged (the prevalent culture today) from 

the mhhg of indigenous individuals with European colonists or the Anican slaves they 

brought with them. The lack of remaining large indigenous populations £iom which to 

draw a labour force eliminated the option to form large hacienda style plantations with 

conscription labour. seen in countries such as Guatemala (Williams, 1994; Wmson. 

1989). Instead the amount of land a farmer couId use for agriculture was resvicted by the 

sue of the immediate famiIy avaiiable to work it (Zamora-Quiros, 1997). 

Costa Rica was the farthest, poorest and rnost neglected mmber of the Spanish 

Capitaincy General headquartered in Guatemala, the 'CiadereUa' of the Spanish colony 



(Biesanz et ai.. 1999). This positioning of Costa Rica however, allowed for more 

independent management decisions regarding iand-use, and paved the way for the 

adoption of a large coffee industry (William, 1994; Winson. 1989). Added to this was a 

lack of rival products'" few surviving indigenous communities tu fight for land. and an 

ideal coffee habitat in the Central Valley in te= of elevation, temperature. rainfall and 

rich volcanic soils (Biesanz et aL. 1999). During Brauïio Cauriilo's presidency nom 

1835 to 1842, coffee production was promoted by giving plants to the poor, and offering 

fiee land to anyone who cultivated coffee. In 1845 Costa Rica began to directly export 

coffee to London, opening a contact with Europe that would result in continuai exchange 

of students, professors and ideas in the future (Evans. 1999). 

Large landholdings of coffee becarne more prevdent at the end of the nineteenth 

century. When traditional dry processing (which could be conducted at the f m )  was 

replaced by capital intensive wet processing, smal1 fmers  could not fmance the 

processing, transport and shipping of their product. This opened the door for a weaithy 

ehte coffee class that took over these activities, and soon purchased farrns extending their 

property holdings (Biesanz et ai, 1999). This coffee eiite dominated country politics, 

"instahg and removing presidents to suit thek economic interests" (Wilson, 1998). and 

the perïod before 1880 was full of dictatonhips. coups and military oustings. 

In 1876 a railroad comecting the CentraI Valley to the Caribbean coast was built 

to provide an easier route to expon coffee to Europe. The construction of this railroad 

contriiuted to making the Canbbean coastai region conducive for banana plantations, and 

" The cemainda of the Central Amaicm ischmus concentrateci in the export of indigo a cochineal. 



the expansion of this industry started a spiraluig deforestation rate in the country. A total 

of 75,OûO hectares was cIeared for bananas between 1900 and 1965 (Watson et ai., 1 W8), 

with most of these plantations owned by large foreign multinationals, such as United 

Fruit. An increase in foreign debt dong with temis associated with rescheduling interest 

payments and providing an environment for future loans. led to an increased promotion 

of export crop production, including cattle. By the 1970s cattle ranching was expanding, 

converting one third of the country to Pasture by 1980 (Evans, 1999) and two-thirds of 

the country by 1994 (Biesanz et al., 1999). 

The rapid decline of forested regions of Costa Rica's land area was a phenomenon 

that did not tmly UitensiQ unt2 the influence of development schernes involving 

increased production of export crop agriculture during the later haif of the last century 

(Carrière, 199 1). Forest cover dropped from 99% to 72% over the period fkom 1500 to 

1950, yet fell to 39% by 1990 (Watson et ai., 1998). The deforestation rate of 40,000 to 

50,000 hectares per year (between 1950 and 1984) has ken  reduced in recent yean 

(Watson et ai.. 1999). perhaps as a result of conservation efforts. This may also be due to 

the growing value of protected areas for ecotourism, whose increase has k e n  atuibuted 

in part to the country's current lack of civil unrest and economic and political stability. 

3.2. Conservation 

Administration of natural reserves and historicd sites in Costa Rica was united 

under the Kational Parks Department upon the passing of the Forestry Law in 1969, and 

becarne known as SINAC (National System of Conservation Areas) in the mid 1990s. 



Under this systern the country is divided into eleven conservation zones, each with its 

o m  regionai environmental council. SINAC is administered by the Minûtry of 

Environment and Energy (MINAE) ". which is the goveming body responsible for the 

enforcement of environmental laws, administraiion of protected areas, and the issueing of 

permits for the use of natural and state forests [for more detail on the history of the 

protected area system in Costa Rica see Evans (1999) J . 
The Forestry Law (No. 7575) was most recently amended in 1996. It regulates 

the use of forest and trees on both pubtic and private lands, forbidding the change of 

land-use designated as fonst under the system of geographic land-use capabilities1'. 

Objectives of the law are to conserve, protect and administer naturai forests, to ensure 

sustainable use of resources, and to increase the standard of living of the rural population 

(USA, 1997). 

The Forestry Law dictates the use of pennits to remove and transport individual 

or groups of native trees on pnvate land, with MINAE responsible for the approvd (by 

forest engineers) and issuing of the permits, including any tree that has grown natudly in 

a coKee farm To obtain these permits for tree removal a plmi de manejo or management 

pian for the property must be constructed cIearIy deheating the amount and timing of 

cuts. evaiuating possible impacts, and detaihg aü protective measures that wiIi be taken. 

Before the 1996 amenciments to the forestry law, approval couId be obtained solely 

through MINAE. yet with attempts to decentralize the conservation sector. authority was 

t7 FocmerIy hown as MIRENEM. '' 'Ihis is a systern that labels a pien  of land by the m a t  intensive form of land use it is able to sustain 
without degradath - for example clean-tilled mps, pascure, permanent crops, faestry and protmed KU 



passed to the regional environmental councils andlor municipalities to process permits of 

up to five mes per hectare per year on agricuiturai land Many councils and 

rnunicipalities, however, lack the capacity and resources to assess and gant these 

requests (Watson et ai., 19%). As a result, landholders must travel to the closest MINAE 

office to begin the lengthy process. which ai times is difficult and tim coosuming for 

smallholders living far from city centres. and trees are often removed without the 

required permits (penonal observation). Under Article 28 of the Forestq law. 

agroforestry systems, uee plantations. or f m  where individuai trees are planted for the 

harvest of non-wood products, are the exception to this law and do not require permits to 

cut. transport or export the lumber. if the trees have been planted by hand (USA, 1997). 

Permits are stiil required. however, to remove native hardwood trees that have 

germinated without assistance in agroforestry designated farms. 

In 1996 the amount of forest remahhg in Costa Rica was 1,787,000 hectares, 

with 3546 of this in protected areas or private land (Watson et al., 1998). However 

despite Costa Rica's worldwide reptation for its systern of conservation mas. dong 

with the reductions in the rate of deforestation, forests in the country are stilI threatened 

by the lack of effective enforcement of environmentai laws, and the econornic strain of 

smaii farmcrs causing them to encroach on existing forests (Watson et ai., 1998; Biesanz 

et aL, 1999). Overlap of duties and authority w i t b  govemment departments and 

uncertainty of park boundaries o h  leading to double ownership of land add to the 

inefficiency of the park system In addition, many of the existing parks are located at 

high elevations unsuitable for agriculture. neglectbg Iowland habitats and especialiy the 



connections between the two (Skutch and Stiies, 1989). 

3.3. Coffee in Custa Rica 

Approximately 90% of coffee produced in Costa Rica is exported to over 50 

countries, generating revenue of USa433.53 million in the 97/98 harvest (ICAFE, 1998). 

and convibuting 2.896 of the world's total production by volume. The United States is 

the largest receiver of Costa Rican coffee (30.86%), foiiowed by Gennany and the United 

Kingdom (ICAFE, 1998). with a mere 2.67% exponed to Canada The remaining 10% of 

coffee produced is consumed nationally, roasted with sugar to add flavour to the usually 

inferior beans. 

A total of 93,000 hectares of land are cultivated in coffee in Costa Rica, compared 

to 260,000 in Guatemala and 2,095,000 in BraziI (FAO, 1999). Around 92% of coffee 

farms are Iess than five hectares in size (Biesanz et al., 1999). Of the coffee planted in 

Costa Rica, only 30% is considered m e  Sun CO ffee (Carlos Fonesca, ICAFE, per. 

comm.), the remainder qualQing as shade, regardless of the srna11 percent cover seen in 

some farms. The contribution of coffee to total expons in Costa Rica decreased fkom 

42% to 10% over the penod fiom 1965 to 1993 (Rice, 1993). 

The institutions involved in coffee production in Costa Rica take on a pyramidal 

shape, with a foundation of approximately one hundred thousand srna11 producers, 

followed by approximately one hundred coffee berzefcios, and topped off with a handful 

of major exporters. Smaii producers are required by law to sel1 their coffee to a beneficio 

who pays the producer h t  in agrkultural credits, and then with the remaining incorne 



after the end of the harvest Ig. Producen therefore have little coatrol over the pnce they 

receive for their coffee, or to which country it is sold afier king handed over to the 

benej'icio, and receive the lowest price for their product in the chab to the consumer. 

The minimum price benefcios must pay is set by the Institute of Coffee in Costa Rica 

(ICAFE), a self-governing body that regulates relations between the coffee producers, 

benefcios. and exporters. as dictated under the Iaw No. 2762. lCAFE was established in 

1932 to represent coffee producers around the Central Valley, and only opened an 

additional office in San Isidro de El Geaeral in 1998. ICAFE is also responsible for the 

research of management and technology regardhg coffee production. which noticeably 

focuses on an increase in yields. Management recommendations include high amounts of 

fertilizeers and pesticides and highly pruned shade, practices which are prevalent 

ihroughout the Centrai Valley. The organization controls the quaiity of exported coflee 

through workshops on harvesting technique, and also through the regulation of coffee 

plant ~arieties'~. ICAFE approval is required More any national bank can issue custorns 

or export permits for coffee and therefore any shade project executed in Costa Rica must 

k accepted by this organhtion. 

I9 Before the establishment of brnejtcios, producers rold theif coffee pmduct dircctly to community genaal 
Stores* 

Recent restrictions on the expansion of vemnero coffee (sumrner coffee rhat is harvMed in Ianuary or 
Febmaty in the PacifTc dry season) wete attributed to its infénor quality and higher predence of unripe 
beans in the hmest. InterestïngIy, the harvest of the vemnero coffee coincides with the main harvest 
season in the Centraf Vaiiey, where coffee harvesters fiom the southeni Pacific region. both Nicarztguan 
immigrants and id workers. go to work der the Pacific harvest has finished 



4.1. Description of the study region 

4.1.1. El GeneraI Valley 

The communities in which the research was conducted are Iocated within the 

canton2' of Pérez Zeledh, in the El General Valley, nestled between the Talamanca 

mountain range to the northwest and northeast. and the Fia Costefia (coastal range) to the 

southwest and southeast (Fig 2). Pérez Zekd6n receives less rainfall than the Atlantic 

coast, due to its position in the southern Pacific region of Costa Rica which also has 

pronounced wet and dry seasons (Stiles and Skutch, 1989). The average raiddl in the 

canton varies especialiy with elevation, and is concentrated in the wet season (from May 

to December). Two records of annuai rainfdl from the National MeteorologicaI Institute 

(ININ) in Pérez ZeIed6n indicate a yeariy average of 2728.7 mm at the Instituto National 

de Aprendizaje (INA) in San Isidro at an elevat ion of 700 m, and an average of 4066.9 

mm in the town of Cedrd at an elevation of 1450 m. The dry season (verunu) Iasts from 

December to April, and is characterized by lengthy periods of sun with no appearance of 

clou&. The wet season (inviemo) on the other band rnakes up the remainder of the year 

and is marked by sun in the early hours and a genedly predictable heavy rainfd 

throughout the afternoon and evening. During the field research seasons in 1999 and 

2000 however, late January and early Febmary were atypically wet, with days strongly 

resernbhg those of the wet season. The average daily temperature is 23.8" C 

" A canton represents a region in Casta Rica that has its own municipal go~niing body. There are over 90 
cantons in the country. 



(MIDEPLAN, 1994). but has a wider diumal than mnthly variation. 

The surrounding El General Valley was colonked as recently as the early 1900s 

(Skutch, 1971) by people nom the Central Valley region. Pérez Zeled6n had a 

population of 107,110 people in 1994 (MIDEPLAN, 1994). The age distribution was 

skewed towards youth and children. with 39.5% of the population less than 15 years of 

age, and only 3.1 % over 65 years. Of the total population in the canton, 67.8% was 

dispened in rural areas at the thne of the study, with the remainder residing in the town 

of San Isidro and the immediate vicinity. The canton contalm 12,000 hectares of land 

cultivated in coflee (out of 93,000 hectares in ail of Costa Rica), contributing 101 to the 

national production levels, at an average of 26 fanegas2 per hectare (Carlos Fonseca, per. 

comm,). 

The exact location of the study region is in the &km stretch between Las Nubes 

BioIogical Reserve and Los Cusingos Neotropicd Bird Sanctuary, northeast of the city of 

San Isidro de El General (Fig 2). The elevation in thîs section varies fiom 600 rnetres in 

the farms around Los Cusingos to an approximate elevation of 1500 metres near the peak 

of Las Nubes. Associated with the increasing elevation is a gradient of decreasing 

intensity of land use, spreading out from the concentrated urban center of San 

Isidro. Farms at the Iower end of the &km section con& mainly of coffee and sugar 

cane plantations. whiie higher eIevations (over approximately 900m) are cornposed of 

pastures greater than eighty hectares. The northem end of the 6-km stretch, above and 

surrounding Las Nubes, consists of intact forest continuhg into Chimp6 National Park 

" One f w g a  is equivaient to 258kg of ripe coffee Ma. 
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and the La Amistad Biosphere Reserve. S d  forest r e m n u  of a few hectares are 

scatterrd throughout the region, dong with a few homesteads that protecî significantly 

large sections of intact forest on their property. Soils throughout the 6-km svetch are 

generally acidic (ultisois) with the characteristic rusty color of iron-rich soils. yet there 

are nuuient rich dark soils adjacent to the banks of the Pefias Blancas and Peiias 

Blanquitas rivers. Three communities are present in the region, yet as coffee farms are 

concentrated at the lower elevations, interviews and avian surveys were conducted in the 

lower situated communities of Quizad and Santa Elena (Fig. 3). 

4.1.2. Los Cdtlgos Neotropical Bird Sanctuary 

Dr. Alexander Skutch bought the property currently known as Los Cusingos in 

1941, and has since documented a wealth of information on the divenity and habits of the 

avifauna of Costa Rica. When the property was fmt purchased, only a iittle over a third 

could have been considered unspoiled forest (Skutch. 197 1). Much of the remahder was 

Pasture, extending directly to the banks of the river Pefias Blancas, which has since 

grown into a thick secondary growth forest. The property is currently 76 hectares in size, 

and haif consists of primary forest. 

The forest is rich in tree species. banas, and epiphytes such as orchids and 

bromeliads, and has a canopy height of twenty-five to thirty metres. A total of 307 

species of birds have been recorded at Los Cusingos done, 171 of which have bred on his 

property and almost M y  of which are Nearctic-breeding migrants (TSC, 1993). Under 



FIGURE 3: Map of study region with the location Los Cusingos 0, Las Nubes (LN), 
and the six coffee farms examhed for avian biodiversity. @Pd; B= Musa species; E= 
EucaIyptus; T=AmarillOn). [Source: Instituto GeognInco Nacional, Costa Rica, 1980)]. 



the Holdridge Life Zone S ystem (Holdridge. 1967) it is classified as Premontane Wet 

Forest. Dr. Skutch has penonaily witnessed the change in iand use in the valley 

surrounding his property over the k t  60 years. leaving Cusingos as a fortsted island 

amongst an agriculture Iandçcape of sugar cane and coffee f a m .  Bird species that were 

found in Cusingos when he f i t  an=ived but have since disappeared include the Chestnut- 

mandibled Toucan (Romphastos swuinsonii), the Pale-billed Woodpecker (Phloeoceastes 

gwrtemalensis). the Ru fo us-tailed Jacamar (Galbula ruficauda), and mammals suc h as 

Tayras (Tayra barbaru) and the Coatimundi (Nasua narica). 

4.1.3. Las Nubes Biological Reserve 

Las Nubes is located six km northeast (dong the siraightest possible route) from 

Los Cusingos at an elevation between 1200 and 1500 metres above sea leve1. The iwo 

properties are connected by the Pefias Blancas River that originates in the Taiamanca 

mountain range and joins the El Generai River before making its way to the Pacific 

Ocean. Las Nubes is IZChectares of Premontane Rain Forest merging into Lower 

Montane Rain Forest under the Holdridge Life Zone S ystem (Holdridge, 1967)~. 

The northeastem section of Las Nubes lies within the boundaries of Chimp6 

National Park, and thus by the ment designation of Las Nubes as a protected area, it 

serves to widen the effective conservation zone of the larger park. Pastures of 80 to over 

100 hectares lie dong the southern and western borders of Las Nubes, while the f m  to 

13 This diffm h m  Premontane Wet Forest seen in Cusingos mainly by the amount of precipitation the 
region receives: wet forwts are chmctenzecf by an average of 2000-4000mm of precipitatim annuaIly, 
whereas forests crin have anywhere between 4000 and 8000mm per year of precipitation (Hall, 1985). 



the northwest is half pasture and half forest. These pastures are owned by absentee 

Iandholders that iive close to San Isidro. There &as not yet been any in-depth scientifc 

surveys on the flora and fauna in Las Nubes specifically, although local inhabitants attest 

to having seen Jaguars (Punthercz onca), Collared Peccary (Tayassu tajacu), and 

Jilgueros or Black-faced Solitaires (Myadestes melonops), a species commoniy taken in 

Pénz Zeled6n for the national cage-bird trade (Dulude, 2000). 

4.1.4. Quizari.6 and Santa Elena 

Dr. Skutch described the Q u i z d  he saw upon his fint amival in 1941 as king 

iittie more than a thatched roof shed used for storing maize that overlooked the Pesas 

Blancas River (Skutch, 1971). Like rnost of the inhabitants of the El General Valley. the 

majority of the colonists came fiom the Central Valley region of the country in the early 

1900s. Accounts fiom both Dr. Skutch and elder members of the community of Q u i z d  

indicate that eady settiers in the community grew crops of tobacco, maizt and beans that 

were tntasported over a footpath to the Pacific Ocean for shipping to the port of 

hiatmenas on the Centrai Pacinc Coast. Pigs wen also raised and were herded over the 

Cerro de La Muerte for sale in Cariago. These pioneer farms gained thcû origniai titles 

of ownership fiom the government by the 'improvement' of land fkom forest to active 

agriculture, and lands were Iater partitioued amongst children, d t i n g  in a patchwork 

arrangement of familial clustem in both communities. 

The commanities and the surrounding Iandscape have changed significantly since 

the arrivd of the fkst settlets- Traosportation to and h m  San Isidro used to be dong 



horse paths through large stntches of forest. moa of which has since been rernoved and 

replaced with agriculture. Deforestation has affected both the 1ekl of water in the main 

rives and tributaries, and decreased the occurrence of numerous wild species. Elden of 

both communities remember wild anirnais [includiag Jaguars, Mountain Lions (Felis 

concolor), Collared Peccary and Pacas (Agouti paca)] as much more abundant than they 

are today and streams that are now bue in the dry season as once flowing year round. 

Although coffee had been grown throughout the region at least since Dr. Skutch 

arrived, coffee became more common as a cash crop in the 1960s. Coffee in this region 

was ranly grown in the rustic manner seen in other Central American countries. but the 

canopy was taller and denser than what is seen in the comrnunities today. Elder 

community members remember growing coffee in the 1950s and 1960s under a thick 

canopy of Guaba (Inga sp.) without the use of pesticides or tractoa. The crop was 

harvested by the immediate f d y .  dried in the Sun and sold directly to the local 

pulpedzs (general stores), a practice that was changed upon the construction of 

benflcios when the Pan-American Highway was extended to San Isidro by 1950. In the 

1970s. famers began to remove shade nom the coffee farms. Ieaving the crop under 

sparse shade (Dr. Skutch, per. c o m ) .  

Today the towns of Q u i z d  and the higher ekvated Santa Elena have grown and 

consists of 325 people in 84 occupied homes in Quizard, and 734 people in 150 occupied 

homes in Santa EIena (Ministerio de Sdud 1999). In both communities, homes are 

spread around a centrai core marked by a community ha& a school, a soccer field, and a 

pulperfa. Added to this common Iayoui are a church in Santa Elena, and a hedth center 



in Quizark Each community also had unoccupied dwehgs  at the h e  of the Ministry 

of Hedth census (26 in Quizad, 50 in Santa Elena), s o m  of which may have ken  the 
- 

small dweuings provided for the worken that come from Nicaragua or elsewhere outside 

of the community to pick coffee during the coffee harvesting season. These structures 

are generdy provided by larger landholden who nquire a large labour force for their 

harves t . 

The houses in the communities are one story, and almost al l  have electricity and 

running water. yet telephone lines are restricted to the pulpefias. and individual houses 

do not have phones. Instead, homes are comected to the capital by way of the television, 

which every house has regardless of size. Afthough rnany dwellings have an electric 

stove, every house has a wood-burning oven. located in the open kitchen behind the 

house. This is ohen the pnferred method of cooking in the community and the use of 

fiewood is an essential part of every household. A hdf hour bus service to San Isidro 

serves both communities twice a day dong local unpaved dirt roads, riddled with 

potholes. The nearest paved road is thm kilometers away. 

4.2. ScheduIe of fieldwork 

The research was carriecl oui in two field seasons. The f ~ s t  season, from Ianuary 

24 to July 30 1999. includea a one-month Ianguage instruction course in San Isidro, 

conduction of informal interviews, and the collection of avian diversity data in the wet 

season. Accommodation during this perÏod was in a raewly built house for rent on a 

coffee farm approximately 0.7 hectares in size. The f m  had a shade canopy cornposed 



of citms mes (sweet orange, sour orange, lemon), m g o ,  a t d  hardwood Cedro 

(Ceddu odorata) and had live fences b o r d e ~ g  the property. This presented the 

oppofiunity to observe activities and biodiversity within a s d  coffee farm. The second 

field session occuned nom January 16 to March 10,2000 to coilect avian diveaity data 

in the dry season. During this period 1 resided in the guardhouse at Los Cusingos. 

43. Informal Interviews 

4.3.1. Methods and analysis 

To coliect site-specific information on the present views and management 

practices of coffee in the study region between Las Nubes and Los Cusingos, 1 conducted 

a total of seventeen farrner interviews, consisting of fifieen hornesteads. over the period 

fkom April7 to May 7. 1999 and from June 3 to Iuly 20. 1999. The interviews were 

informal conversations with the owner of the f m  (manager in one f m ) ,  and in the 

majority of cases included a walking tour of the farm. The approach most closely 

resembied the 'iterative continuous approach' described in Rubin and Rubin (19951, a 

method designed to "explore the broader implications of a problem and place it in its 

historicai, politicai or social context". This approach focuses on a relaxed style of 

interviewhg with no preset agendas, and stresses the role of flexibility in constructing 

how the interview is conducted and how and what questions are asked. 

Instead of using a quenionnaire, a set of standard questions for each interview 

was constntcted, some of which were designed to eiicit open conversation regardhg 

coRee ancilor forest conservation in the region (Appendix A). The questions were 



designed to obtain information on the research questions stated in Chapter 1 (details of 

the current coffee practice; how the coffee is planted and harvested, schedule of 

activities, inputs, outputs, etc., the value of trees other than producing shade, and farmers' 

willingness to alter current practices). The details and objectives of the project were 

explained to each potential interviewee who was approached, and permission to 

participate was requested. No infomed consent statements were used. as it was believed 

to hinder the formation of trust and informaiity necessary for such exchmges? 

Permission was requested to use the interviewee's name in any future reports for the 

Tropical Science Center, yet the use of reai narnes was not considered necessary for this 

report. 

In order to te sensitive to time constraints of the farmers, interviews were carried 

out in conjunction with another FES student, Anna Baggio, who was investigating causes 

of deforestation, present land-use practices and the role of women in the study region 

under the Las Nubes Research and Conservation project . The themes of the two 

sets of questions were similar, and there were few dificulties conducting the i n t e ~ e w s  

to gain answers to both. There was not adequate time under this research project to carry 

out a prehminary census and then to choose interviews in a random or blocked design 

manner. nor was there a clear detded map of households and farming practices in the 

region already in existence. We therefore approached the seIection of landowners to 

interview in the regiou through information obtained from local community organizations 

'' &a (199 1) expexîenad a similar sensation of provoking negative feelings towards the pmject with the 
use of official consent fonris in on-fm agrofocestry interviews on the Atlantic side of Costa Rica- 
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regardhg the types and locations of farms in the study region. 

During the fmt week of our stay in the community, we were invited to a meeting 

of a group of environmentaliy concerned fumers called Corvirena, a community oriented 

group with roots in MINAE. Although only aine people were present (excIuding 

ourselves), we had an opportunity to present the type of research we wished to do, and to 

inquire as to whether these members wodd be interested in participating. The response 

was favorable, and we initiated our interviews with this group of farmen. From these 

fanns and interviews, we began to compile a List of members in the community, and 

slowly Ieamt more of their agriculturai practices to plan Our future interview S. This ofken 

led to interviews wit h farmen who were not currentiy growing coffee, but relevant 

information about the region and coffee practices in the past were always obtained 

regardless. 

We focused our time and resources on properties directly adjacent to the Pefias 

Blancas River. We deemed this the most important area of influence for providing more 

habitat for fauna to disperse among intact forest regions as there was already a smail strip 

of trees on either side of the river, and numerous animais have ken sighted passing 

through there. Although we could not feasibly i n t e ~ e w  all members of the community, 

we managed to interview a subset of fanns dong the river as weii as other houses 

somewhat scattered throughout the 6 km region. 

The initial few interviews were conducted with the assistance of Eden ChuichUa 

Sanchez, the guard at Los Cusingos and employee of TSC whose family has lived in 

Quizarr6 for over 40 years. Edén is currentiy enrofled in a teaching degree. and he and 



bis family are weil-respected members of the community, owning a small coffee farm on 

the main road to Q u h d  We found that having Edén accompany us on our in te~ews  

created a relaxed atmosphere of trust with the community members, that enabled the 

conversations to flow srnoothly. Our association with the TSC held no signifcance with 

community mernbers because few knew of the organization. Being accepted as a fiend 

by a webrespected member of the community thereforr provided us with a means for a 

more open exchange of information than we could have achieved as two femde 

foreigners aione. 

In the majority of cases. notes were taken during the interviews and a full report 

for the interview was written up as soon as possible afterwards. For seven interviews. 

however, we asked permission to use a tape-recorder, and recorded the sessions. This 

was not attempted in al1 interviews, as it was not aiways feasible to record depending on 

the location of the interview. For instance. if the majority of the interview took part 

walking through the farm, the interference from outside noises wouId have over- 

shadowed the conversations. The interviews that were taped were transcribed by a hired 

assistant in San Isidro. 

The information nom the interviews was andyzed by examining the material for 

common themes and ideas. For each person kterviewed a summary sheet was produced 

with answen to the standard questions asked and responses to open questions. Responses 

were coded and amalgamated under similar themes for funher examination. 





The four management practices examineci were each dominated by one tree 

species in the canopy, hereafter used to ideatify the category, although other species may 

have been present at' a lower density. These four categories were: (1) Pol6 

(E. poeppigiana) and coflee, (2) Mua species and coffee. (3) Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus 

degtupta) and coffee and (4) Arnarill6n (Teminalia a-onia) and coffee. 

The four coffee management categories selected for avian diversity studies were 

chosen for a variety of reasons. Po16 was chosen due to the fact that the majority of 

f m  in the study region used this species alone or in combination on their farms. The 

Musa category was sirnilady chosen as aimost every f m  in the region incotporated 

some banana and plantain plants within the coffee fanns, although not as kequently as 

the only shade over coffee. Eucalyptus was chosen because a number of smallholders in 

the region bave started to incorporate a few individual Eucalyptus trees hto theu farm, 

and have expressed interest in planting more. Similariy. with the timber m e  AmdIÔn, 

numerous members of the comrnunity have expressed interest in incorporating more of 

these trees into their coffee farms- 

As the variability of shade trees and coffee management practices in the region is 

high. it was difficult to Iocate farms that were standardized across variables such as 

elevation, size, distance to road, and distance to srna11 forest patches. As such. these data 

were noted for each point sampled for consideration in the anaiysis. Once the four farm 

categories were chosen, it was dificuit to locate numerous farms that fit the criteria in 

each category, therefore only one fium could be sampled for both Eucalyptus and 

AmariiI6n. Two farms were sweyed in each of the P o 6  and Musa categories. Each 



caiegory (shade uee) is descn'bed briefl y below. with characteristics of the six sample 

f- s u d e d  in Table 2. Fig. 3 indicates the location of the six sample f a m  within 

the study region. 

4.3.1. Coffee farm categories 

Pord (Erythrinn poeppigiana) 

A deciduous broad-leaved nitrogen-fwng Iegume that is easily established 

vegetatively with stakes. The tree produces orange flowers between the months of 

January and March. The species is not native to Costa Rica, but is comrnody found with 

coffee throughout the country. Po6 can reach heights of up to 35 m, but the common 

practice in Costa Rican coffee farms is to cut the crown of the growing tree untii a t h e  

to four rnetre stump remains with one or two leafed branches, and the tree never reaches 

the flowering stage. Por6 cut in this manner offers negligible shade to the coffee, and is 

the closest type of coffee f m  to sun coffee in the study region. Leaves, however, were 

present on the stumps during both field seasons. Two f a  were sampled, both 

completely dorninated by Po&, with occasional individu& of other tree species scattered 

through the farrns. 

Musa species 

A wide varïety of M m  species were used in the farms, including banana, 

plantain, guheo negro, and bananita rosa. The height of the Mua plants ranged nom 

four to five metres in height, and were spaced fiom one banana plant to four cof5ee 



plants, up to one plant for every fifteen coffee plants in different sections of the two 

farms sampled. Plants were always in different stages of development during both field 

sessions, and there were always individuals in fiowering and hiting stages seen 

throughout both farms. The shade produced fiom the thick overhanging Ieaves ranged 

fiom 20-30%. 

Table 2: Characteristics of the six fm sites used for avian point counts in Santa Elena 
and Quizarrg. (cfh = approxirnate coffee height; cnh = approximate canopy height; % in 
canopy = percent of canopy dorninated by the shade category species). 

Eucalyptus E 132 

Arnarillon 
& T 22 

Cedro 

SuRROrnrnG %IN 
LAND USE CANOPY 

-road borders 2 
sides 
- forest patch 95 

- coffee fann 
- adjacent to 
Cusingos on 1 side 
- forest patch 95 
- sugar cane 
- coffee 
- coffee f m  on 3 
sides 80 
- narrow road 
- sugxcane 

lI - coffee 
- coffee 
- Pasture 
- road borders one 

O 

Cusingos 
- ceforestation 
patch on 2 sides 
- i f m  



Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus deglupta) 

A fast growing species (up to 5 m pex year) native to the Philippines and New 

Guinea. It has a very straight multi-colored tiunk and thin canopy. Wiite flowers in 

racimes were present in some individuais in both samphg seasons, dthough there was a 

greater preponderance in the wet season. The one farm sampled had 377 Eucalyptus 

trees per hectares in the wet season, produciag a shade of approximately 3040%. In 

January 2000. however every third tree was king removed as a result of an increase a 

fungus that affects the coffee, 'ojo de gallo* (Myecena citricolor). reducing the amount 

of shade. 

Amarilibn (Terminalia umuzonia) 

A species known for its high quality tirnber. that reaches heights of 35-42m, with 

horizontaily arranged whorls of branches. The species flowen from February to March 

and h i t s  March to Apd. In the f m  examined, AmariU6n domùiated the canopy, yet 

there was another tirnber tree. the native Cedro (Cedrelu odorara) &O incorporated with 

the coffee at a fiequency of approximately 20%. The canopy in the farm reached heights 

of over twelve metres. the Amaril16n often reaching heights of ten metres and Cedro trees 

reaching heights of twelve metres or more. Cedro is deciduous and produces ovai woody 

h i t s  in the dry season The amount of shade in the farm often reached 40 - 50% when 

both trees had foliage, yet was reduced somewhat in the dry season. 



4.4.2. Point Counts 

The diversity of bird species was assessed using 25-rn ked-radius point counts 

(Hutto et al., 1986). AU birds seen (with binocu~ars) or heard within a 25-rn radius of the 

point were noted during a 15-minute period. Wherever possible the location of the 

individuai (ground, coffee layer, or canopy layer) was noted. The canopy layer was 

defïned as any tree in the Iayers above coffee. In the Por6 fami this consisted mainly of 

the diminutive sturnps scattered throughout the farm The 15-minute sample time was 

used to ensure proper identification of al1 species. Upon arrival at the point, 20 seconds 

were taken to note down the time, eIevation (with a Thommen altimeter), weather code 

on a scale of 1 to 5 (1-full sun no cIouds to 5-cloudylrain), distance of the point to the 

forest (dm, distance of the point to the road (dfr), estimated height of coffee and 

estimateci height of the shade trees. 

Individuais that flew over a point during the census period without Ianding or 

interacting wit h foiiage within the twenty-five metre designated area were not included, 

hence removing aerial forages [such as Turkey Vultures (Cathartes aura) and swallows 

(Hirundinidae species)] from the analysis. Points were sampled aIong set trails chosen 

through farms, usualiy based on pre-existing traiis, and were at Ieast 150-m apart h m  

one another and 25-m h m  a road or edge habitat. 

The study attempted to reduce aii possibilities of bias, dthough inevitably there is 

some bias that might produce results varying f b m  the tnie species composition in the 

region (Bibby et ai., 1992). AU points were sampled at a standardized tirne between 0530 

and 1030, automatically excluding the consideration of nocturnai species. Methods and 



effort of observation were heId consistent across dI points. The order of farrns visited 

was scattered during the sampling season, and none of the replications for one f m  were 

clustered in one week. Due to the smaIi number of f a m  in each category, each farm 

was sampled at Least 3 times. 

Four assumpt ions were made for sampling biodiversity wit h point counts, adapted 

kom Bibby et al. (1992): (1) birds do not approach the observer nor flee f?om the 

observer; (2) birds are 10046 detectable at the observer's location; (3) birds do not move 

much between points during the count periods; and (4) birds are hlly and correctly 

identified. To provide support for this last assumption, my identification experience 

cornes fiorn a full year bird taxonomy and ecology course at the University of Toronto. 

three years mist-netting experience of eastem North Arnerican bkds with a volunteer 

migration monitoring project in Toronto. practicai experience in Panama (2 weeks), 

Honduras (2 weeks) and Costa Rica (3 weeks) through courses and travel in 1998, and 

four months spent living on a coffee farm in the research area conducting interviews and 

Iearning the local avifauna before initiathg the point counts (February to May, 1999). 

The assumptions were made with the understanding that some habitats are easier to view 

birds than others, some birds are easier to view simpIy by the nature of their activities or 

caUs and that ease of detection varies with the season (Bibby et ai., f 992). AU attempts 

were made during samphg time to ensure these assumptions were met. 

As this research was meant to build upon existing data that has aIready provided 

evidence for the similarity in species richness between shaded coffee and remnant forest 

sections, bird diversity was not sampled in the surrounding forest patches (e-g. Los 



Cusingos). It was assumed, based on the extensive snidies of Dr. Skutch, that the avian 

diversity in the forest remnant habitat was higher thaa the coffee systems in question. 

Test point counts conducted at Los Cusingos nsulted in Iow species numben due to the 

difficulty in observing species in thick foliage. which would influence any results 

comparing ali five habitats. In addition, there was not adequate time during this research 

project to do a thorough survey of the forest at Cusingos. Instead. as the bird species 

composition is well known at Cusingos fiom the studies of Dr. Alexander Skutch, this 

information was used to compare which species previously seen at Los Cusingos also 

occurred in the sample f m ,  and the focus of the study was put on cornparhg the 

different coffee management practices with each other. 

A total of 243 point counts were surveyed during two sampling periods in order to 

assess the diversity of both resident and migratory species; 109 points during the wet 

season (June and July 1999), and 134 points during the dry season (January and February 

2000). For each sample farm a set number of points were sampled each sampling day 

and repeated over the sampling session, disuibuted as foliows: E (Eucalyptus) 10 points. 

T ( Arnarillh) 8 points, B 1 (Musa) 4 points. B2 (Musa) 4 points, P 1 (Por6) 6 points, and 

P2 (Por6) 6 points in the wet season and 4 points in the dry season. The number of points 

conducted in each farm. ananged by season. is displayed in Table 3. 



TABLE 3: NPmber of 25-m radius point counts sampled in six coffee farms of 
four management categories identined by main shade tree species ( Q t h d  and - 

Santa Elena, Costa Rica). 

FARM 1 WET SEASON 1 DRY SEASON 1 TOTAL POINTS 

TOTAL POINTS 1 109 1 134 1 243 

4.43. Data andysis 

Species richness (number of species) was taken as  the cumulative number of bird 

species noted across aU points in each sampie farm. Species noted between points (off 

counts) were included in the vaiue for species nchness, yet were not included in the 

statistical analyses. Species diversity indices that inchde both number of species and 

abundance of individuais were ais0 used to compare the six farms. These indices werr 

chosen for a variety of nasons that are stated with each diversity index bclow. 

The Berger-Parker Index (d) was chosen to investigate species diversity because 

the vaiue has a Iow sensitivity to sampie sue and a simple calculation (Magurran, 1988). 

The index evaluates dominance by one species and is caiculated as follows: 

d =N-/N, 



where N = total number of individuals, and Nmax = the number of individu* of the most 

abundant species. The value commonly examined is inverted (ifd) in order that 

inmasing values signify increasing diversity. 

The Simpson's Index was examined because it is less sensitive to species richness 

(Magurran, 1988) and was cdculated as follows: 

D = X [ni (ni - 1)] I[N(N - L)], 

where 4 is the number of individuals of the i' species, and N is the total number of 

individuals. Again the reciprocai of the value is looked at in order that divenity increases 

as the vaiue of the index increases, 

The Shannon Biodivenity Index was also used as t h  divenity index takes into 

account both evenness and species richness. It ais0 is cornrnonly used in biodivenity 

surveys, and therefore aiiows cornparison between other studies. The caIcuIation for the 

Shannon Index (H) is as follows: 

H = - Z @pi, 

where pr abundance proportion per species. The Shannon Index was compared using t- 

tests between farms and between seasons on the same f m  (see Appendix E for formulas 

and calculations). 

The Shannon Evemess (J), which rneasures evenness of species distribution 

specifical.iy. was also caiculated as J= Wln S. where H=the Shannon Index, and S= the 

total number of species in the category. This value ranges from O to I, with I 

representing a situation where ail obsemed species are equalIy abundant. 



Species nchness is highly dependent on s q l e  size making it dificult to form 

concIusions h m  the six farrns as the number of points sarnpled in each one varies. To 

address this difference in sample size, two different methods were used. A Monte Car10 

approach was used to recaiculate species richness and three biodiveaity indices at a 

standardized sample size. This involved randomiy selecting twelve points nom one f m  

in one season. calculating the species nchness (S) and the biodiversity indices. and 

averaging the results over 25 triais. This was conducted for each farm that had a 

sampiing effort greater than 12 points in each season. The second method used to 

compare the six f m  that addressed uneven sampling size was a 2-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) with a Bonferroni post-hoc test using the 1999 SPSS statisticûl 

package. In this andysis the mean number of bird species per point and the mean 

number of individuds per point for each of the six farms were compared. 

Pearson's correlation coeffÎcients were calculated for the following variables, 

pooling data from the wet and dry season: number of species per point, number of 

individuds per point. elevation, weather, distance to forest (dm, distance to road (dfr), 

approximate coffee plant height and approximate height of shade trees at each point. 

One point of interest in the anaiysis was the comparative use of the four coffee 

fatm habitats between resident and migratory birds. Dry season data was anaiyzed again 

keeping these two groups separate. Migratory venus resident birds were tested for 

signifiant differences in number of individuals per point and number of species per point 

in each coffee f m  again using a two-way ANOVA. Pearson's conelations were again 



performed on migratory and resident groups separately to see if any of the variables 

aected the two groups Merently. 

Another reason that mere species richness is not an adequate descriptor of a 

habitat is that it says littk about the diversity of fiactional ecological links. Edge 

habitats tend to have a higher species divenity due to the pnsence of generalists, yet may 

be significantly lacking in forest or woodIand species that are most afCected by 

deforestation. To further examine ecological links. therefore, the bird species observed 

on the point counts were separated into broad guilds of habitat preference, foraging Ievel 

and food preference, based on the manner of Greenberg et al. ( 1997a) and on individual 

species accounts from Stiies and Skutch (1989). This guild docation (appendk C) was 

reviewed by Dr. Skutch before observed species were partitioned for analysis. Bird 

species generaily occur in more than one habitat type and consume a varieJ diet. yet to 

ease analysis the habitat used most fiequently and the food that &es up the majority of 

the species' dier was used, as dictated in Stiles and Skutch ( 1989). For the foraging 

height levels. a species c m  occur in more than one category as some species have a wide 

spectrum of preferences. For each guild, the percent of observed individuals in each 

category were graphed and compared between the six farms, for both sampling seasons. 

Table 4 illustrates the categories of each of the five guiids dong with a brief qualifier to 

describe the category. 

Proportions of forest dependent species in the coffee farms were &O examined. 

In Stiies ( 1985), the researcher divided the birds of Costa Rica based on their forest 

dependence and gave each a score. A score of 1 signifies a species that requires at Ieast 



50% forest with large hterco~ected patches, a score of 2 indicates a species that can 

persist in Iess than 50% cover provided there are some high canopy trees remaining in 

coffee farms and gardens, and sizable patches remain, and a score of 3 signifies birds that 

can persist in scnib, secondary growth and agricultural lands. The scores were apphed 

directly to the species observed in the four management practices, in order to compare 

number of forest dependent species within each f a . .  Percentages of each category were 

also ploned for the cornparison between farrns. 

The final analysis involved examinhg avian use of ground, cofiee or shade tree 

levek of the coffee fann The shade Ievel was taken as the main tree species in the 

canopy (Por6, Musa, Eucalyptus or Amarillh). The percent of observed individuals in 

each layer in each f m  was calculated and c o q a n d  between the six sample farms. 



TABLE 4: Descriptions of the thne guild sets used to group observed avian species for 
the aualysis of eco1ogicaI links in the six coffee farms investigated. 

Habitat Guilds 
FE 1 forest edge 1 Edge of forest fragments 

l Significantly away fiom edges and 
borders 

secondary forest 

open scrub 

I 
- - 

1 1 habitats without trees 

Secondary forest and habitats with 
only a thin dispersion of trees 
Shnibby low height vegetation 

NF non-forest habitat 

Foraging Level Preference 

Human habitations and other 

H 1 high 
I 

M 

L 

Forages on trunks of trees by 
whatever method 

Upper Ievels of forest and canopy 

1 G 

1 Food Guilds 

mid- levels 

low levels 

1 hects and other arthropods 

Between the canopy and the 
understory 
Undentory and low levels 

ground 

1 

F 1 Fmgivorous 1 Fruit or the seeds of h i &  

Ground Ievels 

l I 1 Granivorous 1 Seeds and grains 

1 / Nectarivorous 

I 

Mainiy consuming nectar h m  
fiowen, yet taking occasionai 
insects 

O 

C 

Omnivorous 
1 nectar andlor seeds 

Carnivorous [ Meat and insect eaten (mainly 

Mixed diet of arthropods, h i t ,  



5.1. Overview of coffee farming in the comrnunities of Quizad and Santa Elena 

A generalization of cofee practices in Quizitd and Santa Elena was compiled 

nom the research interviews and daily observations and conversations during the seven 

months spent in the communities conducting research. Coffee management practices of 

the study region are discussed in this section. inciuding the varieties of plants used, 

pesticide and fertilization procedures, and harvest of the crop. 

5.1.1. Distribution of fam size and allocation of land to coffee 

The majority of f a m  in Santa EIena and Quizarra are less than ten hectares in 

size, with a high percentage of farms less than five hectares. The farm layout includes an 

area for the dwebg.  surrounding gardens for vegetables or herbs, and an area for the 

main income-generating crop of coffee. Over half of farms in the study region cultivate 

both coffee and sugar cane on their land, a strategy that insures continuous returns 

throughout the year, as sugar cane is harvested in the dry season and coffee is harvested 

in the wet season. 

There are a few fanns greater than twenty hectares in the two communities. One 

f m  to note especidIy is Santa Fe, a 138-hectare f m  comisting of oniy coffee and E. 

deglupta thai has been in the region for £ive years. This farm is part of an extensive 

comp1ex of land cuftivated in coffee in the southem Pacific region of Costa Rica 

including a ben@cio in Sarchi+ near San José. The caretaker of Santa Fe and his family 



iive on the property, yet the owner lives outside of the community and only visits 

periodicaIiy. 

5.1.2. Coffee varieties and regdation of the coffee plant 

The prevalent varieties of coffee noted in both Santa Elena and Quizarr6 are 

varieties of short stature including catuai rojo, catuai amarillo, caturra, catiinor, Villn 

Sarchi and CR95 No other varieties were rnentioaed in either community (e-g.. tipica, 

bourbon) and it is probable that those of shorter stature have since replaced these 

varieties. The majority of coffee is harvested during the wet season. Some farmers 

expressed a preference for the dry season variety of coffee, catimor, because of the longer 

and more comfortable harvest day, yet only a few farms have small sections of this 

varie t y. 

Coffee plants are planted closely together in rows, ofien at a spacing of one metre 

between plants and two metres between rows. The plants are pnined uiitially to produce 

two principle vertical stalks with protruding horizontal branches that bear the flowers and 

ôerries. The principle stalk can live from 15 to over 25 pan. The plants are pruned 

yearly in the dry season whcn plant growth is at a minimum, to remove dead or dying 

branches, to take off branches with infdt ies ,  to regulate self-shadhg, and to modify the 

'architecture' of the There are various methods of trimming the coffee plant that 

af5ects the shape and arrangement of branches, such as 'rock and roll' and 'candelabro', 

Each branch of the cofiee plant pmduces banes for three to fair y-. 
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which are m e r  descnid in Ramiiez (1997). Pruned coffee branches are used as 

firewood in the home, 

5.13. Pests associated with coffee and their control 

Coffee pests and disease are present at some density in the rnajonty of f a  in 

Q u i z d  and Santa Elena. A higher density of these diseases increases the darnage to the 

plant and the crop, thereby reducing the yield that cm be harvested. 

coffee pests mentioned during the interviews. The most commonIy 

Table 5 Iists the 

mentioned afflictions 

were ojo de gallo (Myecena citricolor), roya or Ieaf u t  (Hemileia vastutrix) and mal de 

hilacha (Pellicularia koleroga). The majority of diseases noted in the fanns visited were 

fungai infections. 

TABLE 5: Common coffee pests and infections stated in on- fm interviews in Santa 
Elena and Quizarr6. 

Cecrospom coeffcola 1 Chasparria 1 Fungus 1 leaves, h i t  

1 Fungur 1 bit, at&, branches 

I Cochinillade la 1 1 Dysmicocus brevipes raiz roots 

Roya leaves 

Mai de hilacha leaves, bit, staik, Pellicularia koleroga Fungus and branches 
. - . . - - . . . 

Prarylenchus spp; 
Meloidome SR. 1 Nematada / Nematode 1 roots 



In generai ownea of small farms (one to two hectares) refiain from using 

pesticides unless necessary, due to the high purchashg cos& Larger famis apply 

pesticides fiom two to three times a year, usually in March or May and in mid-August. as 

a preventative mesure against the aforesaid mentioned pests. Table 6 lists the pesticides 

used by the farms interviewed, dong with their chernical composition. 

TABLE 6: Pesticides most comrnonly used in coffee farms of Santa Elena and Quizard, 
iiIustrating theû chemical components and uses. (Sources: Pesticide Management 
Education Program CorneII University; EXTONET (Extension Toxicology Network), 
Oregon State University). 

Ferbarn 
(Carba mate) 

Chioropheny Calpha- 
( 1 -c yclopro py1ethy)- 
1 H- I ,2+uiazole- 1 - 

ethanol 
MethyI 1- 

(butykarbamoy1)-2- 
benzimidazo le 
car barnate 

Various with copper 
as a component 

S-ten-Butylt hiomethyl 
0,o- 

diet hy Ip hosp horodithi 
oate 

Femc dirnethyldithio- 
carbamate 

TYPE OF 
PESTICIDE 

Fungicide 

Fung icide 

Fung icidel 
Bacteriocide 

Nematicide/ 
organe 

thiophosphate 

Fungicide 

Fungicide 

Mammals, bird 
s-low 

Fish - high 
- -  

B irds - Iow 
FÏÏh - high 

Soil 
micro fauna: 

high 
Mammais, 
birds, fish: 

highly toxk 
(choihesterase 

inhi'bitor) 
Nonphytotoxic 
Not stored in 
body tissue 

? 

USED 
FOR: 

ojo de gallo. 
roya 

Chasparria 

Chasparria, 
ro ya 

Mai de 
hilacha 



Other pests mntioned in the coffee farms included locusts, which consume only 

the leaves of Por6 (E. poeppigiana) and Cedro (C. odorata) without affecthg the coffee. 

Armadillos have k e n  known to consume coffee roots, but only when there is no other 

vegetation present in the f m  as an alternative food source. Outbreaks of weedy species 

do not seem to be a large problem in the study region, probably because farms either have 

some shade from trees or the self-shading resulting fiom tightly packed coffee plants, 

which tends to inhibit the growth of weeds. The application of pnined leaves ont0 the 

soil as mulch aiso halts the growth of vegetative species. 

A few membea of the community stated the occurrence of pests in coffee is 

inevitable, and that it is possible to live with them without the use of large amounts of 

pesticides. One individual commented on how he had used a pesticide to eradicate leaf 

rust from his farrn that caused d e d i a t e  disappearance of the fungus, yet afier a few 

years the fungus retumed dong with other diseases, so he prefers now not to use any 

pesticides at dl. There is ais0 one f m  in the study region taking part in an organic 

coffee project that will be cenified as organic after three years without pesticide use. 

5.1.4. Use of fertilizers 

The majority of fêrms in the region apply store bought 'complete' formulas to 

fertiiize the coffee plants, labefled using a five nurnber code for thek varying 

concentrations of niuogen, phosphorus, potassium, magnesium and boron. These 

foxmulas are bought h m  either individual fertilizer warehouses, or purchased directly 

fiom the Agro-Industrial Cooperative of Pérez ZeIed6n (known as Coopeagn3. which 



delivers the bags of fertilizer directly to the communities. Again. smali fanns of one or 

two hectares tend to apply the store bought chernicals ady when the plants appear 

deficient in a minerai, due to the high costs of fertilizet~~~. Larger farms fertilize their 

crops two to three times a year, coinciding with flowering, Wting and pst-hiting, to 

provide adequate nutrients to the plants. Most famis dso apply Calcium Carbonate 

(CaC03) to the soils in the farm. to reduce the high soi1 acidity. 

There are a variety of methods used as a supplement or an alternative to the store- 

bought feailizea, and the majority of s m d  farms use these more frequently, purchasing 

chemicai formulas only when absolutely necessary. The most common alternative 

feniiizers used are the leaves of Por6 or Inga species applied as mulch to the soil beneath 

the coffee plant whenever the shade tree is pruned. Other sources of fertilizer include 

chicken and cow manure, kitchen scraps, and an organic fertilizer produced by the 

Coopeagri benefcio made out of the fieshy casings of the coffee h i t .  

5.1.5. Harvest 

In the southem Pacific region of Costa Rica the pajority of coffee is harvested 

from August to December. ~ i g ~ c a n t l y  earlier and more spread out temporalfy than the 

harvest in the Central Valley which occun in the months of December and January. The 

longer kngth of harvest season in the South is due the coffee bemes f l o w e ~ g  and 

ripnïng arynchronously as a result of occasional days of rain during the dry season. 

" According to Cmpeagri pnca (Mardi. 2ûûû) one 60kg bag of fmilizer rangeci in pnce from 3225 
colones to 4620 colones, an equivalent prïce of $10 to $15 US (@ U.SS 1 = 300 colones, Mar& 2000). 
Approximately 25 bags of fertitizer per hectare are used each year (spread out over the year), producing a 
cost of US $1 250 - U.S. $1 û75 per year for an average fann of 5 hectares- 



Workers must therefore comb through the s a m  fami multiple rimes d u ~ g  the harvest 

season to ensure complete collection of the crop. The smdl amount of summer coffee 

(catimor) grown in the study region is harvested during January and February. 

Ail members of a family. women and children included participate in the hharvst. 

School aged children collect coffee for t h e  or four hours before or after attending 

school, depending on the t h e  of day of their classes. If the harvest is especially large, or 

more help is required assistance is usuaiiy elicited through extended families or close 

neighbours in a reciprocal agreement to harvest their fann as weil. The exception, Santa 

Fe, provides lodging for 200-300 migrant workers that arrive by bus from Nicaragua to 

W e s t  coffee". After the coffee on the family farm is harvested, family memben ofken 

work for larger fm in the community to earn money. This is often the oniy source of 

income for women in the community during the year, as the harvest of cane in the dry 

season is very dangerous and hard labour. 

The wage for barvesten of the coffee varies fiom 300 colones to 350 colones per 

cajuela2', the standard size of baskets tied around the waist and used to coiiect ripe coffee 

bemes. At an exchange rate of US.$ L to 278 colones at the beginning of the 99/00 

harvest (July. 1999), this is a wage of a little over one dollar for one cajuela, which takes 

fiom one to two and a half houn to fd, depending on the speed and experience of the 

har~este?~. A few of the larger fanns offer equd wages for both male and fernale 

During the coffce harvest a large numkr of m i p t  workers fiom Nicaragua live in the communitia of 
Santa EIena and Quitarra, inhabiting the smnll one or two room structures built for coffee harvesters. 
'" 20 cajuefm are approximateiy qua i  CO 1 funega. 
The t h e  to bamst  is  Iimited to the morning hours kfore the min begins. making it difficult to earh 

more than U S 3  a day fiom harvesting coffe 



harvesters, yet this is not always the case, and many womn brought up unequal wages as 

a concem during a workshop on problems in the community (Baggio, 2000). 

The cajuelas are taken to coffee receptors (recibidores) set out by the benejkios 

to coilect and tally the coffee harwsted. There were five wet processing benefcios in the 

San Isidro region at the tirne of study: Coopeagri, la Meseta, El Generd. Peters and 

Paùnichai. Receptors of ail benemos are scattered throughout the communities in Pérez 

Zeledh, yet Santa EIena and Quizad have a higher number of Coopeagri receptors. 

The amount of coffee deposited is marked and credited for each f m  at the receptacle. 

The percentage of unripe green bemes is measured through a sample of each harvest, and 

by law is not allowed to be over 2 1  of the total yield. The benefcios have the right to 

refuse a harvest if the amount of green coffee is over this percent. Payrnent for the 

harvest often cornes in the fom of agriculturai credits and advances throughout the year, 

with the rernainder of the income (by fmega deposited in the recibidores during the 

harvest) paid a few rnonths after the harvest. In the farms interviewed, the harvest for the 

98/99 season ranged fiom 16 to 45 fanegus per hectare. 

5.1.6. Division of labour 

The division of Iabour between men and women with regard to management of 

coffee farms is more obvious in large than s m d  coffee farms. Generally men undertake 

the tasks of cropping the coffee and shade trees, fertiüzatioa, pesticide application and 

other generd maintenance activities of the farm Women undertake the jobs necessary 

for a smoothiy functioning household - cleaning the house daily, preparing meais and 



taking care of children. However in smaller f m ,  women cut and conect fuel wood 

h m  the farm and harvest vegetables and h i t  for the d d y  meals. During the coffee 

hanresting period. women'k duties are doubled. as they are required to spend the morning 

in the coffee farms p i c h g  bemes dong with regular household act ivities [see Baggio 

(2000) for more information on the rule of womn in the community]. 

5.1.7. co~peagri 

A large percentage of smallholders in both Santa EIena and Quizad prefer to sel1 

their coffee to the Coopeagri benefcio. S o m  of the reasons given for this choice were 

that the co-operative offers the best price for their harvest in the region, excess capital is 

distributed to associates at the end of the year. and the coffee receptacles are conveniently 

close to farms. The CO-operative generdy pays a higher price to the producer compared 

to the other beneficios. In the 98/99 harwst the liquidation price was 22,658 co~ones~~,  

equivalent to US $82 per fanega (@ U.S.$I = 278 coIones, February 1999). 

Coopeagri is one o f  the largest beneficios in the canton of  Pérez ZeIed6n, 

processing 13S.OOO fanegus (35.9% for the region) in the 98/99 harvest (Informes 

Coopeagri, 2000). Each associate must pay 6% of their crop to the CO-operative, with 1 % 

going to a penonai savings account, and the other 5% towards capital for the cooperative. 

With this capital the cosperative has been able to offer extensive services CO members as 

weli as the surroundhg community hcluding: a supennarket, the oniy sugar 

The otha ben@ios had prica as follows (stated in colons): Meseta, 20981; Volcafs 21.18 1; Peters. 
19,030 and Palmichal, 20,496. (Source: Carlos Calderdn, per. comrn). 



refinery in the region, 173 coffee nceptacles in 130 comrnuuities. an agricultural supply 

store, a local mük processing plant. a loan centre for agricultural supplies. homes and 

vehicles, free agriculturai and veterinary consulting, and free medicai services. The 

cooperative also owns experimentd farms in sugar and coffee (varying in arnounts of 

fertilirers and pesticides used) and protected forested sections. Any profits are 

partitioned between the associates at the end of the fscd  year. 

The cooperative has undertaken many environmentai irnprovements to the 

benefcio over the past few years. for exampie reducing the amount of water used in 

processing per fanega of coffee from fve  or six cubic meten to 0.25 through the 

recycling of water. Three water purification pools were created to treat wastewater 

before it is reieas~d again to the environment. Coopeagri is also now marketing and 

seliing an organic fertilizer made fiom the pulp removed fiom the coffee h i t .  

In 1990, an organic coffee prograrn involving twenty-five producers was initiated 

at the cooperative to take advantage of the higher premiums of organic coffee. but the 

project was soon terminated because a buyer for the product could no longer be found, 

and because inadequate assistance in how to manage the organic cofiee crop led to 

spoilage of some of the harvest (Carlos Calderon. per. comn). When asked about the 

possibilities of hiture shade coffee or biodivenity friendy coffee projects, the manager of 

the benefcio expressed that the CO-operative would consider another such project. with 

more organired assistance. if the premiurns of the coffee sold overcome the decrease in 

production brought about nom more shade and the cost of pest management (Carlos 



Calderon, per. comm.). The CO-operative has the capacity to separately process organic 

or shade coffee. 

5.1.8. Cost of production 

In 1998, ICAFE produced a document on the cost of production of coRee, based 

on a 10-hectare farm (Rojas-Cubero, 19%). The study fond that the total cost of 

production per fmega of coffee harvested is USâ88 with 15.34% attriited to 

management of the f m  (poiiarding, application of pesticides. weed control etc.), 30.4% 

nom the harvest and transport costs, and 18.62% nom the purchase of agrochemicals. 

With an average harvest of 26 fanegai in Perez Zeledh. the estimated cost of production 

would be US $2288 per hectare, a price comparable to that calculated by Rice (1993) for 

technified farms across Central America (between $1600 and $2300 per he~tare)~'. 

Many smallholders in the interviews stated that the high cost of production and 

low prke of coffee did not make the practice very profitable. while others believed a four 

hectare f m  was enough to have a f d y  of six Iive comfortably. ICAFE has stated this 

high cost of production, dong with the high coa of living in Costa Rica, as a reason why 

increasing the percent of shade over coffee is disadvantageous for Costa Rica. Their 

view is that the costs of production camot k met if yields decrease with denser shade. 

A detailed cost-benefit analysis for SIMU coffee producers is needed in the study region 

to investigate household economies under the curent management practices, and the 

'' The vdued in Rice (1993) are stateà in nionrrui<r. whne 1 mmwuz is equivalent to 0.69 hectares. The 
fig~rrs hae have k n  c o n v d  to hectares. Cost of production stated for traditionai farms was between 
$290 and $580 per hectare. 

71 



effect of an increase in shade and a decrease in technification at the farm level. 

5.2.Tree and vegetative species incorporated with coffee farms 

The structure of vegetative layers in coffee fanns of Quizami and Santa Elena did 

not fit easily into one of the five categories discussed in Chapter 2 (Fig. L), and instead 

more closely resemble the continuum displayed in Fig. 4. A common practice in dl of 

Costa Rica, seen in the study region, is coffee grown with heavily pruned Por6, resulting 

in stumps that oEer negiigible shade (Fig. 4C). Farms were also seen with two Iayers in 

the farms, consisting of either coffee with a layer of bananas and some leguminoo trees. 

or as coffee with a commercial tree species (often Eucalyptus), occasionally 

incorporating Ieguminous trees as well (Fig. 4B). The highest structural diversity was 

seen in fanas with three layers reaching a height of up to twelve metres, consisting of 

coffee as the frst layer, banana and b i t  trees in the intermediate layer and hardwood 

timber species making up the canopy (Fig. 4A). This 1st category occurs mainly in 

smaller farms of one or two hectares, where a larger variety of tree species tend to be 

grown with coffee, especialIy over plants located close @ the house. True sun coffee 

(Fig. 1) is not the practice of choice in the comrnunities of Santa Elena and Quizarrii, and 

oniy one f m  was seen with no shade layer at. 

The tree and vegetatm species noted in the fmm interviewed feu bto four main 

groups: (1) trees planted with coffee for the purpose of shading andlor fiewood; (2) trees 

and vegetation that provided f i t  and other food items; (3) trees planted for future use as 

timber either in the home or for cornmerciai purposes, and (4) trees used as borders or 



FIGURE 4: Representation of the variety of c o h  farms seen in Q u i a d  and Sams 
Elena, Costa Rica. (A) the highest structural diversity s a n  in the study region, comisting 
of t h m  Iayess, and most oEten in small Einnsofoae or two hectares. (B) an 
intermediate struaurd diversity consisting of two layers or srrata The second layer cm 
bt benanas with lepminous trees, or a mmmerciable timber crop such as Eucalyptus 
(C) Pod (E, poeppigiana) with coffée, Iieavily pruned tor shade wgulation, the common 
practice in Eirms shaded with ody Por6. T= timber; klegume; F= f i t ;  P=Pod. 



fences around the edges of coffee farms (live fences). Not aU farms had representatives 

of each of these groups, nor àid aIl  have more than one species in each group. A total of 

fifty-two vegetative species were noted in on farm in t e~ews  (Table 7). with a range of 

one to seventeen species observed in one farm. 

In the nrSt layer above coffee. the most fiequently used species in the two 

communities is Po16 (E. poeppigima), planted at a spacing of dm by 6-m or 4-m by4-m. 

although the Iayout varies by farm Leguminous trees in this layer are highly regulated in 

the amount of shade they provide over the coffee by pnining the crowns ngulariy. The 

crown of the growhg sapling is cut until a stump of three to four metres in height 

remains, with only three to four branches emanating nom the stump. The trees are 

pollarded two to three times a year, timed to encourage flowering and then simuitaneous 

ripening of the coffee bemes through intense exposure to the Sun, and the pruned 

branches are often used as hielwood. As a ieguminous tree. Por6 adds Nitrogen to the 

f m  fiom leaf f d  as well as fiom leaf mulch. The ease of propagation of P d  may be 

one reason why aithough f m s  Vary in the type and number of species in a fami, Por6 is 

dways present in corne capacity in most fanns. 

An alternative to For6 as a Ieguminous tree seen in coffee farms is Guaba (Inga 

sp.), also used as shacie and as a nanual fertilizer. Guaba is beiieved to have better 

quality fkewood for cooking and is preferred over the wood of PorO. Despite this quality 

howeva, Guaba is not used as frequently as Par6 in the two communities. One reason 

expressed was that Guaba attracts a lot of insect pests, espccially termites, which weaken 



Table 7: Tree and plant species fouad associated with coffee f8i.ms in Quizarri and Santa 
Elena, obtained ftom on-farm interviews. 

USE 
T i r ,  iive fence 
fivit 

FAMILY 
S imaroubaceae 
Lauraceae 

Combretacea 

food 
-- - 

Curcurbit aceae food 
food for home use 
and domestic 
animais 

Musa sp. Musaceae 

food for home use 
and domestic 
animals 
food for home use 
and do mestic 

Musa sp. Musaceae 

Musa sp. Musaceae 

food Chrysop hyilum 
caimito Annonaceae 

11 Caiia de Indio live fence 
timber 
food 
shade, 
leaves as fertilizer 

Cordyline teminalis Agavaceae 
Meiiaceae 
Curcurbitaceae 

Cedrela odorata 
Sechium edule 

I Co Ipachi Euphorbiaceae Croton niveus Iive fence, 
windbreak 
herb 
timber 
food 
shade, f e m e r ,  

Eucalyptus deglupta Myrt aceae 
Phaseolus spp. 
Schizolubium 
parahybum 
Citrus paradisi 

Legu mino sae : 
Caesalpino ideae 
Rut aceae 
Legurninosae: 
Mimosoideae 

timber 

shade, food, 
fertilizer. firewood 1 Guaba 



Iive fence 
thber 

LeLRpUmUiosae: 
PapiIionoideae 
Leguminosae: 
Mimoso ideae 

food for home use 
and domestic 
animds I Guatimoi MW sp. Musaceae 
-- - - 

fiuit 

Guineo Negro "*-- Psidim guajava 

Musa sp. 

Mvrtaceae 
Food for home use 
and domestic 
anirnds 

Musaceae 

I Guinea rosa 
Food for home use 
and domestic Musa sp. Musaceae 
animais 
live fence 
timber 
Iive fence, edible 
ffowers 

Bursera simaruba 
Ocotea tondwii 

Burseraceae 
Lauraceae 

Yucca guaternalensis Agavaceae 

live fence, h i t  Spondias mombin 
Cordiu alliodora 
Conostegia 
xalu~ensis 

Anacardiaceae 
Boraginaceae 

live fence Composit ae 

Cittus auran tifoliu Rutaceae 
fiuit Rut aceae 

Madero negro 

live fence 
fuewood 
forage for animais 
wood for 
construction 
Ieaves as fertiIizer 
edible flowers 

Leguminosae: 
Papilionoideae Gliricidia sepium 

food 
h i t  
h i t  

h i t  

Zca mays 
Nephelium mutabile 
C i t w  reticulata 
Aspidospema 
megaiocarpon 
Mmtggera indica 
Anacardium 
occidentale 

Gramineae 
Sapindaceae 
Rut aceae 

Anacardiaceae 

Maraiion (cashew) H fiuit Anacardiaceae 

timber 

1 Narania ddce Rut aceae 



Pa10 de Leche timber Broshum utile Moraceae 
Pejibaye h i t ,  palm heart Guilielma utilis Pahceae  
Pina (pineapple) fruit Ananas cornosus Bromeliaceae 

food for home use 
PUtano (plant ah)  and domestic Musa sp. Musaceae 

1 animals 
shade, fedizer, Eqthrina Leguminosae: 

Por6 gigante Fmwood poeppigiana Papiiio noideae 
Ray0 1 tirnber 1 unknown .I Unknown 

Tomate 1 food I Lycopersicum 
sculentum 

and degrade the tree rapidly. In addition, Guaba cannot be propagated vegetatively, 

making it more difficult to estabüsh in a fami. 

The incorporation of h i t  trees and banana plants in this first layer above coffee 

occurs most often in the smalt f m  less than five hectares. Almost aii famis have some 

banana and plantain plants, as the h i t  is used as an important food source for 

domesticated animais. The majority of h i t  trees incorporated in famis are citrus, and 

tend to be clustered close to the house, with individuai trees scattered widely throughout 

the farm. Fruits such as avocados, oranges, Iemons and grapehit are consumeci in the 

home, with excess distniuted to family and neighbours. A few farms se11 their excess 

h i t  crops in the market. 

The tdest s m c t d  layer, consisting of hardwood timber species, is not found in 

di farms, and is usually composed of scattered individuai mes that do not form a 

comectiog canopy. One reason for this is that the majority of farmers retain any native 



trees that germinate naturally in the f m  and are of a high quality timber source. The 

most common species Mting these criteria is Cedro (C. odorata) and it is a common sight 

in both communities to see one or two adult Cedm trees in a coffee farm, even if the rest 

of the f m  bas negligible shade. Other native trees Ieft to grow naturdy in the f m  

Uiclude Aceituno (Simarouba glauca), Maria (Ca[Iophyllum brasiliense), Ira maraiion 

(Ocotea ronduziz], and Paio de Leche (Brosimum utile). Farmers pointed out the high 

quality wood in these species, and expressed that at some tirne in the future the timber 

could be either used in the home or sold. Only two main commercial tree species were 

used in large amounts, planted to create a mon continuous canopy: Eucalpytus (E. 

deglupta) and Amariil6n (T. amazonia). This continuous layer of timber trees occun 

mainly in farms over ten to fifteen hectares. 

It is a common practice in the CO ffee farms of the study region to use Live fences 

to deheate property lines. These are usually species that are easily propagated by stakes, 

and are spaced evenly around the perimeter of the property, comected with plain or 

batbed wire fencing. A variety of the species used (Table 7) provide other benefits 

besides fencing, such as edible h i t s  or flowers, or nitrogen fiom Ieaf fail of leguminous 

mes. Two of the species commoniy used, Lcngua de Vaca (Conostegia xaiapensis) and 

Guaba (Inga spp). provide a food source for biKts either through berries, flowers, or the 

insects the tree attracts. 

Wheeiwright et al. (1984) examined m e  genera in Monteverde, Costa Rica that 

were conducive to high bird diversity, due to the provision of fh i t  as a food source. Key 

genera that were noted to atVact a large number of bird species due to the production of 



large crops of medium s h e d  fniits were: Cecropia, Ficus, Trema (Uhaceae), Acnistus 

(Solanaceae), Sapium (Euphorbiaceae), Cytharexylum (Verbenaceae), Hasseltia 

(Flacourteaceae), Conostegia (Melastomataceae), and Hampea (Malvaceae). In generai 

the followhg plant f d e s  support a large number of h i t  eating birds: Lauraceae, 

Moraceae, Rubiaceae, Melastomataceae and Solonaceae. Tree species aiready found 

incorporated in the coEee farms of Santa Elena and Quinid  that belong to these families 

include: Lauraceae: 0. tonduzii (Ira mûration), P. urnericana (avocado); Moraceae: B. 

utile (Milk tree); Melastomataceae: Conostegia sp. (L.engua de vaca). 

5.3. Apparent themes fmm interviews 

There were numerous themes that surfaced when examinhg the information 

collected from the interviews, yet the three most important and most relevant to the study 

wiil be further emphasized here. The f î t  common thread throughout ail interviews, and 

throughout conversations with people in the communities of Quizm4 and Santa Elena, is 

the gened concern that high amouats of shade wiiI increase pests in the coffee crop, this 

being the main reservation towards adding more trees in a fa= The second topic 

regards the almost unanimous choice of timber trees by farmers who are interested in 

incorporating more trees into their fanns. The h d  theme regards the influence of 

ICAFE and Coopeagri agiculturd engineen on coffee management practices. 



53.1. Reservaüons to increasulg the amount of shade over coffee 

The primary reservation expressed towards increasing the amount of shade in 

coffee farms was that thick shade wiU inmase the humidity in the farrn, invariabIy 

causing an increase in pests. specifcaiIy fungi, and damage to the coffee crop. Although 

it was beiieved that a s d l  amount of shade is necessary, maximum amounts were aated 

at 40%, as both an inmase in the amount of pests in the coffee and a reduction in yield 

occurs with shade beyond this point. Many community members stated that in past 

harvests when there was denser shade over their crop, most often of the species Guaba. 

an increase in pest outbreaks (such as mal de hilacnha and ojo de gallo) convinced them 

to remove or thin out the shade layer. Aithough some trees are desired in the f m  to 

reduce erosion. those hterviewed noted iight regulation to encourage the timing and 

production of miit as a priority. 

There were additionai reservations towards increasing shade in coffee f a m  

mentiooed during the interviews. Concem was raised over the reduction in crop yield 

that would occur with an increase in shade. There was also concen over the amount of 

damage that could affect the coffee crop through fdling branches and Ieaves nom ta11 

shade trees. In addition the cost to purchase the t m s  themselves was mntioned - one 

comunity member trying to plant an additional layer in AmariiI6n stated a cost of 300 

colones per tree (at an exchange rate of S1U.S. to 300 colones, equivdent to 1 $U.S per 

me), which cm produce high costs for smallholders if planted fiom 70 trees per hectare 

[regulations for ECO-O.K. shade coffee in El Salvador (Chris Waet per. comm)] up to 

370 trees per hectare (the density of E degiupta in Santa Fe). 



53.2. Preference for timber trees 

Of the tree species farrners expressed as desirable to incorporate into coffee farms, 

timber trees were most commonly suggested. The seven most fkquently mentioned tree 

species are displayed in Table 8. In addition to the income generated from s e h g  the 

wood in the future. benefits of the majority of these tree species include a taIl straight 

trunk with compact crowns. This lets in ample amounts of sunlight to the coffee crop. 

meeting the smaIiho1ders' preference towards the amount of admitted light. This 

preference towards timber trees was funher supponed by the fact that most trees that are 

left in the farm after oatural regeneration are native timber species. 

Tavares et al. ( 1999) also found a preference for timber trees among farrnen in 

P&ez Zeledôn, and found that the most fiequently used species were E. deglupta. T. 

ivorensis. and T. arnazoniu. Eucalyptus was k e d  kcause of its fast growth, ample 

amount of shade without king too thick, and the lack of provocation of infirmities in the 

coffee. Farmers in the study believed that the market for T. amazonia and C. odorata is 

easily cornmerciable and that E. deglupta has the poonst quality wood of these species. 



TABLE 8: Seven most commonly mntioned timber species acceptable by sdho lders  
for incorporation into coffee fatms, with characteristics of each species. (Sources: 

TREE 
SPECIES CaARACTERISTICS 

Aceituna Tail tree up to 36 rnetres, biack edible oil rich h i t s  
(Sirnarouba Wood is white, light and soft 
glauco) 
Arnarillbn From 24 - 36 mtres in heights, papery winged hi ts ,  
(Teminalia flowen in Febniary/March 
amamnia) Heartwood is yellowish streaked with red 

Good for boat W g ,  flooring, fiirniture etc. 
Cedro Medium sized, 20 -30 mires. flowen June-August 
(Cedro amargo) Wood is pinkish or reddish brown, soft, light and easy 

to work with, durable 
Considered of high value in Santa Elena and Quirami 

Cristobd Straight tmnk 20 - 30 metres, legume 
(Platymiscium High quality reddish-brown wood 
phnatum) Orange flowers fiom Dec-April 
Guanacaste Up to 25 rnetres with broad crown 
(Enterolobium S d l  white fl owers in December 
cyclocarpum) Wood durable, fmishes smoothly, good for fumiture 

and inside carpentry 
Ira maraiion Medium size, 15 - 20 metres 
(Ocotea Pale yefiow flowea in August and September 
tondmir') Soft white wood 
Maria Straight trunk from 20 - 40 metres 
(Callophy~h Wood û pink to red strong, and easy to work with 
brasiliense) Good for furniture, canoes and generai construction 

1 Considered of hieh value in Santa EIena and Ouizard 

5.3.3. Intluences on coffee management practices 

The influence of ICAFE was not very strong in the communities, the majority of 

the smaiiholden intenriewed not having a clear idea of who the orgaktion was and 

how it aficted them. The people who did know of ICAFE had negative responses 

towards theV impact on the economics of coffee, commenthg that the national 



organization "does nothing tu heIp the srnd producus". Aithough members of ICAFE 

vis& the communities occasionalIy to hold workshops on various management methods 

such as fumigation and harvesting, the frequency is not very hîgh, and the impact does 

not seem to be very effective. 

The majority of the assistance and outreach on coffee management practices 

instead cornes ftom the agncultural engineers of Coopeagri. These engineen visit the 

f a .  in the region regularly o f l e ~ g  heIp and advice towards management problems in 

the coffee farms. Recomrnendat ions from Coopeagri include plant ing co ffee under the 

shade of Por6 or Guaba and using organic fertilizer, methods that are cheaper and 

healthier for the fann Many smallholders respect the years of experience and training 

the engineen have in their field. The widespread influence of these engineers may offer 

one manner of distributing information and advice towards changing management 

practices and behaviour to accommodate more shade in the coffee farms. 

Despite the assistance of the Coopeagri engineers, not al i  information is on hand 

to sdlholden. A few f m e r s  that did Say yes to the question on whether they would be 

interested in incorporating more tree species into their farm. stated they were limited by 

what trees they knew could be grown with coffee, other than the species commody seen 

in farms in Santa Elena and Quizard. More information is needed on what trees would 

not negatively affect yields of the coffee crop. 



SA Results of data analysEs h m  avian point counts 

5.4.1 Examination of species riehness and diversity 

A total of 87 bird species (and 1907 individuals) were identified on the pcint 

counts in the six fa- sampled over the two samphg seasons", including thirteen 

Nearctic-breeding migrant species and five tropical migrant species (Table 9; for 

migratory status and guilds see Appendix O. With the inclusion of species seen in transit 

between point counts (offcounts), 89 bird species were observed [adding the Bat Falcon 

(Falco ncfgularis) and the Gray-necked Woodrail (Aramides cajanea)]. On some 

occasions individual hummingbirds and Bycatchers could ody be identified down to the 

family Ievel. These two groups therefore (Hummingbird species and Flycatcher species) 

were each treated as a separate species during the data analysis so as not to Iose the 

possible information of having a dflerent species in that goup3'. Species area curves 

plotted combining al1 six farms and on the Eucalyptus farm separately (Appendix F) 

show diminishing curves as the number of points increased, indicating that the sampiing 

effort adequately accounted for the majority of species in the region and f m  

respeciively. The foiiowing discussion wiU use the codes designated for each f m  

(Table 2) for brevity. 

Species richness (the total number of species observed in each farm) was highest 

in fa- E and T when data was combined over both seasons (Table 10). The lowest 

species richness (22 species) was found in B2, yet the richness was aiso low in the two 

Wet season: hne to July 1999; dry season: January and Febniary 2000. " A total of 4 individual flycatchers and 20 individual hummingbirds could mIy be identified down to the 
family Ievel. 



Por6 f m  compared to farms E and T. Seven species were found in cornmon across ail 

f m :  Rufous-tailed hummingbird (Amailia tzc~cc~tl), Bananaquit (Coereba flaveola). 

White-tipped Dove (Loptotila verread), House Wren (Troglodytes aedon). Clay-colored 

Robin (Turdus grayi), Scarlet-mped Tanager (Ramphocelus passerinii) and Blue-gray 

Tanager (Thraupis episcopus). 

TABLE 10: Avian species richness (S) noted in each of the six coffee farms hvestigated, 
combining data from both the wet and dry season. (P=Por6; B=Banana; E=EucaIyptus; 
T=AmarilI6 n) . 

To examine possible differences between seasons, species richness was calculated 

again for each farm, keeping the sampling seasons separate (Table 11; see Appendix D 

for a species list by f-). Both farms with a higher percentage of shade cover (E and T) 

showed a higher species richness in each season compared to the farms with a reduced 

shade Iayer (farms B and P). F m  T had the highest species richness in the dry season 

(47 species), and in the wet season the highest value occurred in the Eucalyptus farrn (40 

species). Cornparabiy, f m  B2 had oniy eight species in the wet season, and f m  P2 

had thineen species in the dry season. 

AU four biodiveaity indices suggest that f m  T is the mst diverse in terms of 

both number of avian species and evemess of distri'bution of these species (Table 1 la). 



No. of individ. 68 62 65 28 

Berger-Parker 2.3 3.8 3. 1 Index (Vd) , 

11 1 DRY SEASON 

TABLE1 la: Avian species richness in each of six coffee farms examineci difiering in the 
species of shade tree used in both the wet and dry seasons. Included are the values of the 
Berger-Parker Index, the Simpson's Index. the Shannon Biodiversity Index (H), and the 
Shannon Evemess Factor (I) for each farm in both the wet and dry season. (P = Porc5; B= 
Banana; E = Eucalyptus; T = AmarilI6n). 

No. of points 
No. of individ. 

(n 
No. of species 

(SI 

Berger-Parker 6.2 Index (Yd) 2.8 4.4 4 2.9 10.9 

Simpsons Index 6.43 7.3 7.4 4.8 23.67 

H 2.62 2.22 2.22 2.25 2.13 3.37 

J 1 0.91 0.87 0.80 0.81 0.60 0.87 

24 

99 

17 

12 

45 

13 

12 

118 

16 

15 

92 

18 

40 

486 

37 

3 1 

272 

47 



The Berger-Parker Index (which increases in vdue with an increase in evenness of 

djstriiution, oc a decrease in dominance) was largest in fann T in both the wet and dry 

seasons (5.3 aad 10.9 respectively) and lowest in f m  P2 (2.3 in wet season. 2.8 in the 

dry season). The Shannon Evenness Factor J (which shows an increasing evenness as the 

value approaches J=I) was high for T in both seasons. however high values were also 

seen in B2 in the wet season and in Pl and P2 in the dry season. The Simpson's Index 

indicated high diversity in farm T ( 15.4 in wet season, 23.67 in the dry season) with Iow 

vaiues occurring in f m  E in the dry season and f m  P2 in the wet season. The Shannon 

Index factor also showed a high divenity in T in both seasons (Table 12). The indices do 

not show a pattern of gradually increasing diversity dong the continuum of increasing 

tree height and shade (from f m  P to T), but generally indicate a low divenity in the 

Porc5 farms and a higher diversity as the canopy height increases. 

Student t-tests perfomd on the H values in the wet season between the farms 

(Appendix E) indicate that the Shannon divenity index for farms T and E were 

significantly greater than al1 other farms (including T greater than E) and f m  B2 was 

significantly les diverse than B 1 and PI. In the dry season fann T was significantly 

more diverse than aü 5 other farms. and interestingly farm P 1 was significantly more 

diverse than P2. B 1, B2 and E, yet only during this season. Cornparing diversity values 

in the wet season versus the dry season for each farm, farm T and B2 were sigdicantiy 

more diverse in the dry season. possibly due to the increase in migrant species. and farm 

E was significantly less diverse in the dry season, possibly because of the increase in 

dominance by the Rufous-tded Hummuigbird and Tennessee WarbIer or fiom the 



reduction of shade seen in the dry season as mes were removed to manage the fungd 

pest in the coffee. 

When the sample sizes are standardized at 12 points with the Monte Carlo 

approach, the pattern of species richness across the six farms is more conclusive (Table 

1 Ib). Fann T has the highest number of species (S) in both seasons. Both Por6 farms 

and both Mura faniis have a low species richness. and EucaIyptus shows a lower species 

richness than farm T when sample sizes are accounted for. F m  E &O had a higher 

species richness in the dry season than in the wet season. The patterns seen in the three 

other biodiversity indices (Table 1 1 b) did not change sigrufcantly wit h the Monte Car10 

approach compared to the previous calculations. 

Table 12 displays the species accounting for 50% of individuals observed in each 

fm The majorit y of these species are generalist species that do not depend on intact 

forest, with a forest dependency of 3 or 2-3 (see guiid allocations, Appendix C). F m  T 

shows a more even distribution of species by having a higher number of species 

contributing to 50% of the individuais observed (six in the wet season, eight in the dry 

season). It is interesthg to note rhat oniy farm E and T had migrant species occupying a 

spot of high abundance during the dry season. Farm PZ had the highest dominance by 

one species during both seasons (43.5% and 35.6% of hdividuals obsemed). whereas 

f m  T had the Iowest (9.2% in dry season). 



No. of points i 12 12 12 8 12 12 

No. of species 14.00 18 16 
2 1.96 3 1.32 

(SI (I 0.35) (10.58) (10.34) 

Simpsons Index 9.45 4-86 8 
9.27 15.1 

(ml (+ 0.41) (10.26) (10.6) 

H 2*35 2.14 2.30 
2.49 2.97 

(* 0.02) 
' 

(* 0.02) (* 0.02) 

J 
0.89 O 76 0.84 1 (A 0.0 1) 1 1 1 0gg7 1 (t 0.04) 1 (t 0.03) 

11 1 DRY SEASON 
No. of points 12 12 12 12 12 

No. of species 13.88 14.6 17.96 13 
(SI (* 0.29) (t0.2) (10.58) 

Simpsons Index 12.96 7.46 4.72 6-43 
(ml (* 0.47) (I 0.15) (1 0.09) 

7'3 

H 2.47 2.22 1.99 
(* 0.02) 

2.22 2*22 (*0.02) (10.02) 

J 0.94 0.827 0.69 
(* 0.0 1) 

0w8' (Al.003) (10.07) 

TABLE1 lb: Values of four biodiversity indices for avian species richness in the wet and 
the dry season using a Monte Car10 approach (N=25) ta account for varying sample sizes. 
Indices used are species richness (S), Simpson's Index (lm), Shannon Biodivenity Index 
(H), and the Shannon E v e ~ e s s  Factor (J). 



TABLE 12: Number of species conui'buting to 50% of the birds observed in each 
of six farms investigated. separated by season. (Nearctic-breeduig migrants are 
iadicated with an *). 

YeIiow Tyrannuiet (0.250) 
Scariet-nimped Tanager (0.13) 
House Wren (0.103) 
Variable Seedeater (0.074) 

Scarlet-rumped Tanager (0.435) 
Rufous-capped Warbler (0.097) 

Blue-Grey Tanager (0.262) 
Scarlet-rumped Tanager (0.185) 
Ru fous-taiied Hummingbird (O. 123) 

Scarkt-rumped Tanager(O.32 1 ) 
Rufous-tailed Hummingbird (0.214) 

Rufous-tailed Hummingbird (0.197) 
Snowy-bellied Hummingbird (O. 189) 
B he Dacnis (0.105) 
American SwaiIow-tded Kite (0.097) 

ScarIe t-rumped Tanager (0.1 88) 
Clay-colored Robin (0.099) 
Blue-gre y Tanager (0.072) 
Variable Seedeater (0.072) 
Streaked FIycatcher (0.05) 
House Wren (0.05) 

DRY SEASON 

YelIow Tyrannulet (0.162) 
Scarlet-rumped Tanager (0.1 1) 
Blue-gray Tanager (0.10 1) 
House Wren (0.08 1) 
Tro~ical Gnatcatcher (0.08 11 

Blue-grey Tanager (0.229) 
Scarlet-mmped Tanager (0.2 12) 
Rufous-tded Hummingbird (0.16 1 ) 

Rufous-tded Hummingbird (0.250) 
Blue-grey Tanager (0.2 1 7) 
Scadet-rumped Tanager (O. 12) 

Rufous-tailed Hummingbird (0.348) 
* Tennessee Warbler (0.270) 

* Chestnut-sided Warbkr (0.092) 
Social FIycatcher (0.08 1 ) 
Scarlet-mmped Tanager (0.08 1 ) 
Blue-grey Tanager (0.07) 
Red-crowned Woodpecker (0.048) 
Golden-hooded Tanager (0.048) 
* Tennessee Warbier (0.044) 

5.4.2. Cornparison of means between sample farms 

The two way ANOVA performed on the average nurnber of species per point and 

the average number of individu& per point, usbg both f m  and season as independent 

variables, showed a sigdicant effect for season on average number of species per point 



e7.138, d k l ,  P=û.008) and a slight effect for season on average number of individuals 

per point (F=3.947, f i l ,  P=0.048). For this m o n  the two seasons were analyzed 

separately, to m e r  investigate patterns in each set of data. 

Both the average number of species per point and average number of individuals 

per point were found to be significantly different between the six f m ,  in both the wet 

season and the dry season (wet season: average number of species per point F=5.906, 

Pd.001, dfS;  average number of individuals per point F= 8.297, Pd.001, df = 5; dry 

season: average number of species per point k8.49 1, Pcû.00 1, df = 5; average number 

of individuals per point F=13.82 1, Pe0.001, df = 5). Farrn T had the highest average 

number of species per point in both seasons (Fig. 5), and there is evidence of a trend of 

increasing number of species per point dong the shade continuum fiom the Por6 farms to 

f m  T. Farm B l however showed a very high value for average number of species per 

point in the dry season, Iarger than that seen in the Eucalyptus f m ,  disnipting the 

increasing trend. Trends for average number of individuals per point (Fig. 6) are Iess 

evident, although both fami T and E tend to have a high amount of individuals per point 

in both seasons, shared by farm B L in the dry season. Eucalyptus has the highest average 

number of individuals per paint ( 10.13) in both seasons. 

Ushg Bonferroni post-hoc tests, significant Merences were found between pairs 

of farms for both the wet and dry season. The resulting P-values for pairs that were 

signifcant are displayed in Table 13. In the wet season the average number of species 

per point was sig nificant iy p a t e r  in f m  T compared to B2 and P 1. This was the only 

sigoificant difference in this variable for the wet season. The average number of 



Pt P2 81 B2 € T 

Sample Farm 

FIGURE 5: Average number of species per point for each of the sut coffee f a m  
sampled, in both the wet and dry season. (P= Pod; B= Banana: E= Eucalyptus; 
T = Amarill6n). Enor bars signify + the standard error. 

Sample Fam 

FIGURE 6: Average number of individuah per point for each of the six coRee 
fa- sampled, in both the wet and dry seasoa (P= Por6; B= Banana; E= 
Eucalyptus; T = AmariIldn). Enor bars signify I the standard error. 



- 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF $FECIES PER POINT 

DRY SEASON 

* 0.022 * 0.022 cool 

AVERAGE WMBER OF INDIVIDUAIS PER POINT 

'WET SEASON I DRY SEASON 

TABLE 13: Results of Boaferroni pst-hoc tests on the cornparison of means between the 
six coffee fanns sampled ciBering in the species of tree in the canopy. Displaycd are the 
P values of pairwise cornparisons that were significantly different. (P=Pod, B=Banana, 
E=Eucalyptus, T= AmariIi6n; * = no signifcant difference was found when cornparhg 
the pair). 



individuals per point was significantly greater in the Eucalyptus f m  CO mpared to aii 

other farms except for f m  T. and f m  T was again significantly greater than B2 and Pl 

in this variable. 

The relationships were mon complex in the dry season. Aithough both f m  T 

and E were significantly greater than both Po16 farms in terms of number of species per 

point, farm B 1 was as weil, and there was no significant ciifference between famis T, B 1 

and E. In t e m  of number of individu& per point, fann E was significantly greater than 

aii O ther f m ,  again excepting B 1. 

5.4.3. Correlations with externa1 variables 

The Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated comparing the foiiowing 

variables: number of species per point, number of individuals per point, weather, altitude, 

canopy height, coffee height, distance fiom intact forest patches and distance from the 

road. Combining data nom both seasons, signifkant correlations at the P = 0.01 level 

occurred between the following: number of species per point and approximate canopy 

height (0.427); number of individuals per point and number of species per point (0.807); 

number of individuals per point and altitude (0.32). approximate canopy height (0.42) 

and approximate coffee height (-0.176). M e r  significant correlations were between 

altitude and approximate coffee height (-0.419) and between the approximate canopy 

height and approximate coffee height (0.179). Within f m  variation was minimal, 

therefore differences observed can be attributed mainIy to between farm variation. 



5.4.4. Diversity of migrant species 

Thïrteen Nearctic-breeding migrant species were observed in the dry season. 

There was considerable variation among the six farrns in terms of number of migratory 

species observed (Table 14). Fanris P2 and B2 had only one species of &grant, the 

lowest out of dl six farms, and f m  T had the highest number of migrant species, at 10 

species. The abundance of migrants compared to residents was Iow in ail six farms, with 

aU farms dominated by resident species in the dry season. Farm E had the highest 

abundance of migrants. resulting from the high number of Tennessee Warblers attracted 

to the Eucalyptus flowers. 

The ANOVA conducted on the mean number of resident species per point and 

mean number of migratory species per point found signifcant ciifferences between al1 six 

farms (F=6.48 1. df=5, Pc0.00 1 ; F=8.929, df = 5, Pc0.00 1 respectively). Post Hoc tests 

with the Bonferroni method indicated that in both farm E and f m  T, the average number 

of migratory species per point were significantly Iarger than fanm B2, PI and P2, but 

were not significantly different to each other, nor to fxm B 1. In ternis of average 

number of individual migrants per point, f m  E was significantly p a t e r  than al1 five 

other farms. 

Pearson correlations on the number of migratory species per point showed a 

significaot positive correlation at the P4.01 IeveI with number of resideni species per 

point (d.369) and approximate canopy height (d .48  1). Number of resident species 

per point was positively correlated at the W.01 level with approximate canopy height 



(0.355) and was negatively correlated with the approximate distance nom the road 

(r = -0.533). 

1 MIGRATORY SPECIES 

S m  3 L 3 I 1 9 10 

N m  13 1 9 3 149 53 
A bundance 0.13 1 0.022 0.076 0.033 0.307 0.195 

Mean number of 0.42 0.08 0.50 0.13 1.08 1.16 
sp. per point (M. 15) (I0.2 1) (I0.2 1) (IO. 19) (IO. 12) (10.13) 

Mean number of 0.54 0.08 0.75 0.20 3.73 1.7 1 
individuais (30.42)(AI.59) fl.59) (t0.53) (M.32) (M.37) 

RESIDENT SPECIES 

Abundance 1 0.87 1 0.98 1 0.92 1 0.97 1 0.69 1 0.805 

TABLE 14: Avian species richness and abundance for migrant and resident species 
separately in the dry season for each f m  sampled. (P=Por6; B=Banana; E=Eucaiyptus; 
and T=Amariii&n; Sm, Nm = species richness and number of individuals for migratory 
species; Sr . N, = species richness and number of individuals for resident species). Values 
in brackets are I the standard emr of the man. 

5.4.5 Cornparison of guilds 

AU six farms were dominated by individuais with a forest dependency of 3 (Fig. 

7). The occurrence of forest dependent species (fd = 1) was rare, even in the fanns with a 

high canopy height (fa= E and T). Only tbree species were observed that require intact 



forest (forest dependency of 1): White-winged Becard (Pachyramphus polychoptems) 

which occuned ody in f m  T, Bluesrowned Manakin (Pipra coronara) which occurred 

in both farms P2 and E. and White-throated Robin (Turdus assimillis) which occurred 

only in f m  E. Seven species between a fmst  dependency scale of 1 and 2 were 

O bserved: Brown Violet Ear (Coiibn delphinae) and Speckled Tanager ( Tangara guttuta) 

were observed in farm E, Masked Tityra (Tityra semifasciata) was observed in both 

f m  E and T, Grey-headed Tanager (Eucometis penicillato) and Ruddy-tailed 

Ftycatcher (Terenotriccus erythrurus) were observed only in f m  T. the Rufous-and- 

white Wren (Thryothoms rufalbus) was o bserved in f m  B2, and the Orange-bilied 

Spmow (Arremon aurantilirostris) was observed only in fimn PZ. Ait hough half of the 

observed highly forest dependent species occurred in the Eucalyptus farm only four 

species were found in furn T. 

MI six farms were dominated by secondary forest species and those of open scrub 

(Fig. 8) and had a low abundance of forest intenor species. This was apparent across al1 

fanns, regardess of the height of canopy and amount of shade in the fann The 

proportion of forest interior individuals was highest in fami T during the dry season 

(89%). yet in the wet season f m  P2 had a higher proportion of forest interior individuals 

(7%). Individuals of non-forest species occumd in farms E and T at very low 

proportions in the dry season, and oniy sIightiy Iarger proportions in the wet season (Fig. 

8). 

In al1 six farms. observed individuais were mostIy omnivores in both seasons (Fig. 

9). Carnivores were rare in al1 farrns, and occurred oniy in farms E and T. Farm E was 



dominateci by nectarivores in both seasons, attriiutable to the attraction of species to the 

Eucalytpus ffowers. Insectivores were more or kss eveniy distnited across alI six f m  

in the wet season, yet were more abundant in farrns P l  and T in the dry season. 

Granivores were more abundant in the dry season. 

The number of ground and low level foraging species was higher in both Por6 

farms, and decreased towards f m  T (Fig. 10). The proportions of individuais from 

canopy foraging species Wtewise increased across the continuum of farrns from 

negligible shade to higher percentage of shade (fami P to T). F m  B 1 stood out by 

having a low percentage of ground foraging species, and a high percentage of canopy 

feeding species. similar to farrns T and E. Tmnk foraging species occuned mainly in 

f m  T, although small proportions were observed in f m  B 1 in the wet season and farm 

Pl in the dry season. 



FIGURE 7: Observed avian individwls in each sampIe farm categorized by forest 
dependeiacy. Gmups a= as follows: fd = 1, requires more than 50% forest cover; fd = 2, 
speck that live in less thn 50% forest cover as  long as some ûees are present; fd = 3, 
species tint do notrequire forest ptches. (P=Pom; B=Banana; E= Eucalyptus; 
T- Amaril ton). 

Pt P2 Br 62 E T 

Wet Season 
P i  PZ 81 82 E T 

Dry Seuon 

FIGURE 8: Observed avian individuais En each sample fann categorized by habitat pre ference. 
FI=forest interior, FE=forest edge? S= secondriry forest, OS = open saub and NF = non 
fomt. (P=Pom; B=Eha.?nn; E=Euuca f yptus; T=Amarillon). 





5.4.6. Avian use of co f f i  versus shade iayer 

In both Po16 and MW farms in the wet season. the majority of individuals were 

observed in the coffee layer (Table 15). In the dry season however. more birds were 

observed in the canopy layer of farms BI and B2 (the canopy consisthtg of the banana 

plants themselves). In both fanns E and T, a low percentage of birds were observed 

using the coffee layer. and even less using the ground layer. These two farms were 

dominated by birds foraging in the canopy. 

WET SEASON 1 DRY SEASON 
Location Observed 

ground 1 coffee 1 canopy ground coffee canopy 
10.6 1 63-6 1 25.8 1.2 87.2 11.6 

TABLE 15: Strata occupation of birds observed (percent) on point counts in the 
six sample coffee farms during both sampling seasons. (P=Por6; B= Banana; 
E=Eucalypt us; T=Amarill6n). 

5D4.7. Summary 

AU three biodiversity indices indicated that f m  T is the moa diverse farm of the 

six farms sampled in terms of number of species and evenness of abundance of these 

species. From the results of the ANOVA it is apparent that farms E and T tend to have 

higher average number of species per point and a higher average number of individuals 



per point. Fami T &O had the highest number of Nearctic-breeding migrant species 

compared to the other f m ,  although farm E had the highest abundance of migrants, 

Likely due to the attraction of ' k ~ e s s e e  Warblers to the Eucalyptus flowen. Akhough 

fami E bad a high number of species. it had a Iess even dûtribution of these species. 

Species of forest dependency L were rare. but were more likely to occur in farms E and T. 

These f m  were also more Iikely to have representatives from al1 food guilds and 

foraging Ievel guilds. Both farm PI and P2 were had a low number of species and varied 

in the evenness of distribution. Farms B 1 and B2 varied in divenity. with B 1 showing 

high values of number of species per point and individuals per point, despite the iow 

amount of shade and vertical structures in the coffee farm. It is possible the birds were 

attracted to a higher density of food source, Musa h i t ,  in this farm compared to B 1. 

Both the number of species per point and number of individuals per poht were 

positively correlated with the canopy height, indicating an incnase in both of these 

variables as the amount of shade over coffee increases. Individuds were observed using 

the canopy layer at a higher fkquency in farms T and E, and there were few observations 

of birds using the coffee layer in these fafms. In terrns of species diversity therefore, it 

appears the% is a low overall divenity in f a n  P and B. with iow amounts of sbade, and 

high diversity in farm T with a higher percentage of shade. 

An overali portmit of each of the four farms û possible f?om point count results. 

Pod and coffee, with negIigiiIe shade, is a poor habitat for avian use and does not 

provide a high Ievel foraging svata evident in the high proportion of low and ground 

foraging individuals on the sample fatms These farms have a Iow species richness of 



around twenty species, and are strongly dominated by one species. Coffee with Por6 ais0 

attracts few Nearctic-migrant species in the dry season. The Iow species richness is 

EeIy due to the lack of vegetative strata above the coKee Iayer to provide foraging 

habitat . 

The Mua farms has slightly more structural diversity over the coffee Iayer than 

Por6 due to the thick Ieaved Musa plants forming the canopy. One Musa farm in the 

study showed low species diversity comparable to the Porc5 farms, whereas the other 

Musa farm had a higher Ievel of diversity. at times similar to that of Eucalyptus and 

AmaRU6n. This may be attributable to a higher density of banana plants in BI compared 

to B2. although this was not empincally tested. Another reason for the slightly higher 

avian diversity seen in the Musa farrns compared to Por6 however is the food source 

provided by the ffowen and fruit of the Musa plants, present on the plant in some stage of 

production throughout the year. 

The high avian diversity in Eucalyptus with coffee was unexpected as the tree 

species is mt native to Costa Rica and therefore would not have developed any 

associations with the feeding habitats of the fauna in the region. The results of the study 

however do show a high divenity in terms of number of species. presence of species in 

ali food and foraging Ievel guilds. as well as a few forest dependent species. One main 

attraction to the Eucalyptus tree was the abundance of fîowers present during both 

sampling seasoos, a theory supportcd both through personal observation and the high 

proportion of nectarivomus species seen on point counts in the fann. 



The farm with the native AmariUbn had the highest avian diversity, the most even 

distribution in abundance of these species. and the most Nearctic-breeding migratory 

species. This is most iikely attriibuted to the higher canopy in this f m  providing more 

IeveIs of foraging habitat. There was no evidence of foraging on fiowen during the point 

counts, seen in the higher percentage of insectivorous and omnivorous individuals in this 

farm compared to nectarivorous species. Four forest dependent species were observed in 

this fann, indicating a more suitable habitat for these species than the Por6 or Musa fum 

sampled. Of the four coffee fanns sampled. the ArnariMn f m  appears to offer the best 

habitat for avian species. 



6: SYPÿTHESIS, RECOMMENIDATIONS AM) CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Avlan diversity m four coffee management systems 

R e d &  h m  the study show a low avian diversity in coffee farms with Por6 as 

the main shade me, and a higher diversity in the coffee farm with A m d 6 n .  The cause 

of this variation in divenity is most BeIy due to the height of the shade canopy as both 

the number of species per point and the number of individuals per point were 

significantiy comlated with this variable. as were both number of migrant and resident 

species in the dry season. An increase in avian divenity with an increase in tree layer 

complexity was also seen in Mexico (Garcia et al.. 1998) and by Kan and Roth (197 1) in 

a variety of tropical and temperate locations. The current study was by no means 

exhaustive however, and the number of points sampled was few in comparison to Iarger 

projects of avian divenity in other Central Amencan countrïes. Caution must therefore 

be taken when interpreting the results. and a long-term more intensive s w e y  of the 

famis in the region would M e r  support conclusions drawn in this study. 

In comparison with avian diversity in coffee f a m  in other Centrai Amencan 

couneies, a low total number of avian species was observeci in the present study. Studies 

in Guatemala and Mexico found species richness vaiues of over 100 species (vernis 59 

species in the AmarillOn f m  of Santa Elena and Quizard). The highest nomber of 

species fond in the fa- of Costa Rica most closely compare to the sun coffee 

pIantations in Guatemala that presented 65 species (Greenberg. 1997b). However. 



WunderIe and Latta (1996) found only 41 bird species on point counts in Sun, shaded 

coffee and pine forests in the Dominicm Republic. 

The lower diversity in f a m  in Costa Rica coqared to Mexico and Guatemala is 

iikdy due to three factors: (1) the higher structural diversity in coEee famis in Mexico 

and Guatemala; (2) the use of Inga species in the shade canopy; and (3) the status of the 

habitat surrounding the sample farms. Rustic farms in Mexico were characterized by a 

canopy of twenty to thirty metres in height, and commercial poIyculture at a height of 

ffieen metres (Moguel and Toledo, 1999). This was significantiy higher than the 

canopies seen in the fa- in the study region that ranged fkom four to rwelve metres in 

height. In the farms in Guatemala, lnga species were cornrnonly used in the canopy of 

planted farms and were noted to attract numerous hu-ngbird and icterid species. In 

the f a n  in Costa Rica, the role of lnga was replaced by Por6, which was usuaily not Ieft 

to flower because of heavy pruning practices. Additionally, aithough surrounding 

habitats of the studied plantations were not described in G m n k r g  et ai. (1997a,b), it is 

possible that surrounding ntstic coffee or forest patches acted as a 'source' for observed 

birds. In the farrns in Costa Rica. the surrounding Iandscape consisted of coffee fvms of 

varying degrees of shade. sugarcane plantations, and other hurnan managed systerns, with 

only small forest patches, and EeIy supplied fewer individuals to populate the coffee 

farms. 

The snidy in Guatemala found 20 - 29 migrant species in the coffee farms, 

compared to 13 species seen in the farms in Costa Rica. One reason for this discrepancy 

is that a higher percentage of migrant species spend the non-breeding season in the 



Yucath region of Guatemala and Mexico, whereas fewer species reach the more distant 

Costa Rica Although infornation on the number of migrant species in the coffee farms 

is an important part of d e t e m g  avian compositiom in coffee farms. this group alone 

does not provide enough information with which to make conservation management 

decisions (Hutto. 1992). This is due to the fact that Nearctic-breeding migrants are often 

found in higher abundance in secondary forests and have a wider habitat breadth than 

resident species (Hutto. 1992; Blake and Loiselle, 1992). Small amounts of increase in 

tree cover in farms could provide adequate habitat for migrants (Greenberg, 1992) 

without assisting resident species. Yet Nearctic-breeding migrants are a group with 

which the public in Nonh America easily identifies, thereby encouraging the suppon of 

shade coffee systerns that support a high number of species in this group. It is important 

to note that in the current study of coffee both resident and migratory species were low in 

diversity in the farrns with Por6 and higher in the farm with Amarill6n, indicating that the 

difference in shade tree species among the four types of management systems had an 

effect on both groups of bird species. 

The total diversity of avian species found in the coffee farrns of Santa EIena and 

Qukzmi was a reduced subset of the diversity characteristic of the tropical wet forest of 

the area AIthough 77 of the 89 specïes observed on point counts have been noted in Los 

Cusingos, this is a smaii percentage of the over 300 species censused, including over 

twenty-five Nearctic-breeding migrant songbirds (TSC, 1993). Noticeably lacking in the 

coffee f i  were representatives of families with strong forest habitat requirements such 

as antbirds, antwrens and antthrushes (Formicariidae), tinamous (Tinamiformes), tmnk 



foragers such as woodpeckea and woodaeeprs (Picidae and Dendrocolaptidae). and 

maaakins (Pipridae). The coffee farms instead were domhated by non-forest dependent 

species, with the few forest dependent species occurring in Eucalyptus and Amzrill6n. 

Hypotfieses on the impact cumnt coffee systems have on the local avifauna can 

be made fkorn the present data, although t may be difficult to isolate the effect of coffee 

systems out of the total effect of land use in the region on bird populations. Past land-use 

practices for example. have aiso had a large effect on bird species, as the entire region 

has k e n  dtered for decades to favour agricultural landscapes. reducing the amount of 

available forest. The avian species composition of coffee farms before technification in 

the 1970s is unknown, but inforrnai observations have indicated higher avian richness 

than that seen today (Dr. Skutch, per. cornia). What is important. however, is how 

different coffee farms with different management practices in the region cunently 

support avian divenity. It was seen in this study that Pod and coffee offers a poor 

habitat for bird species. and rhat the habitat is improved with a taller canopy layer. A 

much higher diversity was seen in the Amarillôn farms, suggesting a beneficial d e  for 

increasing the amount of shade with this species while encouraging more sustainable 

shade coffee practices in the region. 

6 2  The potentiai to increase shade in coffee fa- of Santa Elena and Quizarrii. 

The amount of technification of coffee in Quizart5 and Santa Elena is high with a 

wide dispersa1 of modern shon stature varieties of coffee plants. It is unprofitable to 

vansform modem systeim directly imo traditionai practices (Gliessman. 1998) and such a 



complete transformation was found to be undesirable in the communities. However a 

more successful goal cm be seen in increasing the amount of shade above current levels 

and incorporating niore sustainable practices in existing coffee farms thereby benefiting 

biodiversity, yet without necessarily reachlig the quantity of shade seen in rustic f w .  

This process of conversion is cornplex, and requins a gradua1 transformation in a 

stepwûe fashion. It should include not only an increase of shade, thereby restoring 

ecological functions in the farms, but should also involve a decrease in extemal inputs 

such as agrochemical pesticides and fertiliten, and an increase in the use of organic 

fertüizer and Pest management. 

The reservations f m e n  in the region have towards the increase in amount of 

shade mus< frst be addressed before shade pract ices w il1 be widely accepted. A primary 

reservation noted was the increase in fungal pests with an increase in shade. There is 

currently a Iack of agreement in the literature on the influence of shade on pesr species 

populations (Beer et ai.. 1998) as there is evidence that both supports an increase and a 

decrease in pest densities in different locations and situations varying in the percent of 

shade. Beer et al. (1998) summarized the available information as foilows: ojo de gallo 

(Mycena citricolor) seems to increase in moist situations, chasparria (Cecruspom 

co~eicolu)  is greater in unshaded plantations, and the comlation between shade kvels 

and leaf mst (Hmileia vustutrix) is weak. Aithough e s  can act as an alternative host to 

coffee pests, the= is &O evidence that biological conml agents can be used to reduce 

Pest populations in coffee farms (Ackeman et aL, 1998). 



Reservations were also expressed regardhg a decrease in yields with more trees 

in the farm, and the cost of incorporating more mes. A study conducted in Mexico, 

however, has shown that shade tevels up to 40% do not affect yields of the coffee (Soto 

Pinto et al., 2000). The expense of incorporating saplings into the f m  can be alleviated 

by establishuig a tree nunery directly in the cornmunity wit h the species of trees desired 

by the community members. and run by the members themselves with assistance. These 

trees could then be distributed to members of a shade coffee project either at zero or low 

cost. The seeds of some of the trees for the nursery could be obtained fkom existing 

native trees in Los Cusingos. and those that do not naturally grow on the property cm be 

obtained from agro-forestry seedbanks at CATIE or other agroforestry organizations. 

A pilot farm initiated in the study region that gradudy increases shade over time 

to an acceptable level(40% or more), is one way to address concerns over the increase of 

pests and decrease of yields in CO ffee with higher percentage of shade. As this f m  

progresses it is important CO monitor and evduate the changes by monitoring changes in 

biodivenity and ecologicai processes, yields of coffee crop, and changes in labour and 

profit to the farmers. A continual exchange and investigation with community memben 

should occur, to try different practices that are beneficial both to community memben 

and to biodivenity. Another activity that could addnss the issue of pests and shade couid 

be tu take groups of community members to see first hand successfd projects of 

biodivenity-friendly shade coffee in Costa Rica. 



6.3 Modehg a fam with more shade for the region 

What is most evident eorn previous studies on avian diversity in coffee farms, 

and which is supported with data in this study. is the importance of structurai diversity to 

provide habitat conducive to a high biologicd diversity. It foliows then that the 

encouragemnt of additional stratified layers into the coffee farms of Quizarril and Santa 

Elena would enhance avian diversity. The goal is to accomplish this wit h useful species 

desired by community members themselves that do not produce unacceptable shade 

levels and that also attract birds through foraging habitat or other methods. 

Many smaii fums in the region have at lest part of an intermediate layer 

consisthg of Musa spp. and citrus trees. To rnake this Iayer more diverse. trees t hat 

attract birds wit h a food source could be added. depending on the preferences of the 

individuai homestead Included in this layer are the Ieguminous shade trees such as Por6 

and Inga. AIthough Inga species have been shown to attract a high divenity of 

hummingbirds and icterid species (Gmnberg et ai., 1997b), Inga is not recommended for 

this region. Smallholdea in the study region expressed displeasure for this genus of tree 

because of the number of insect pests that attacked the tree and the amount of pests found 

in the coffee. This middle layer can &tead be made denser simply by ailowing the Po& 

to obtain a fuller crown. AîIowing the tree to flower would attract species as rnany bûd 

species (inclucüng orioles. honeycreepers, warblen, parakeets. and White-crowned 

Parrots) are attracted to the flowers and h i t  of this species (Skutch. 1992; personai 

observations). Of interest regarding cornpetition of Por6 with the crop, Ra&z (1993) 

noted that when pollarded, the nodules on the mots of the Por6 me deteriorate rapidy, 



and that during regrowth of the branches the nodules may cornpete with the crop for 

nutrients. This is an additional reason to limit the pruning of Por6 trees. 

Tirnber trees offer a promising direction for incorporating more shade into f m ,  

as the rnajority of farrners interviewed expressed a preference for good timber species. 

Detaiied studies on the avian diveaity associated with the timber species desired by 

fanners, dong with their compatibility in coflee agroforestry systems. would detemiine 

which are the best for the coffee farms in the region The incorporation of timber species 

into the farrns would offer a second layer above coffee, increase the structural diversity of 

the coffee farms, and provide habitat for a higher diversity of avian species. Timber trees 

that couId be incorporated into the coffee f m  include Cedro (Cedrela odomta), 

Amaril16 n (Terminalin amnzonia), Crist &al (Platymiscium pinnarwn) , and Ira rnaraiïo n 

(Ocotea tonduzii). 

The use of live fences to delineate coffee farrns provides another means for 

providing important avian habitat. Estrada et al. (1995). conducting research on avian 

diversity in agricultural landscapes in Mexico, found that Live fences could signifcantly 

increase the value of an arboreal agricultural Iandscape in providing connecting habitat 

for birds. Species that can be included in live fences include Leogua de vaca, Gliricidia 

sepiwn. and Guachipelin, al1 of which attract bird species through fruit or other food 

source. Included in the edge couid be Pejibaye (Guilielma utilis), Cecropio species and 

Aceroia (Malphigiu punicfolia) which alI attract bird species with their h i t .  

Management practices in the smder one to two hectare fanns were by default 

more conducive to biodiversity by using Less agrochemicd pesticides and fertilizen. 



These kinds of management practices shouid be eacouraged in the region. possibly 

disseminated through workshops in the cornmunities. The information sessions could 

include topics fiom tree species that can be grown with coffee, care of shade mes and 

cofiee, pest management options, specifically demasing pesticide use and incnasing 

integrated pest management strategies. and methods of organic fertiluaton. The 

workshops should be stntctured in a way that involves tramfer of information between 

both parties, as the srnalf f m e n  have had years of experience with a variety of species 

on their own farm that wül help in plans to establish more shade over coffee. 

Information could also be disseminated through the Coopeagrï engineen if any project 

regarding increase in shade involves this organization. 

6.4 Marketing coffee €rom the region 

Many cornrnunity members, dthough very conscious of and concemed about 

environmental heaith, were undeatandably reluctant to drasticaily change current 

practices without a guarantee of success or improvement. Most coffee f m  in the 

region rely heavily on income fkorn the coffee f m  as a iiveiihood, and any alterations 

must be carefully weighed as to the amount of projected risk. Premiums provided fiom 

the sak of coffee designated as shade could provide the incentive to sustain shade 

management practices. Shade coffee co-operatives consisting of srnail-holders have k e n  

formed by communities in countries such as Mexico and El Salvador (Chris Wie, per. 

corn) ,  with the help and funding of non-govenunentai organizations and marketing 

strategies of companies in coffee coiisuming nations, and their success wiii soon be 



documented. If not marketed as  'shade coffee' specificaily. the coffee from the region 

couid be promoted as conducive to biodiversity, or green coffee. on the way to becorning 

more sustainable wit h shade practices. 

At the levei of coffee processing. the possibility of estabiishing a connection 

between a shade coffee cwperative and the local Coopeagri benefcio should be 

examined. Coopeagri akeady has many of the characteristics required of a benefcio 

under the ECO.0.K program (including water treatment. organic fertilizer and ability to 

process coffee separately) if this mthod of certification is chosen. An additional 

challenge in Costa Rica would be convincing ICAFE on the importance of shade coffee 

for the environment and for the people of Costa Rica. Approaching the organization with 

arguments of increased economk retums for the country and worldwide 

ackno w ledgement of biodiveaity friendly sustainable CO ffee practices could address t his 

issue. 

The market opportunity for shade coffee requires as much work in nonhern 

countries as in the coffee producing countries however. A study conducted by the 

Commission for Environment ai Conservation (cEC)~, measuring consumer interest in 

shade coffee in North America, found that the shade concept is not very weli understood 

and that the majority of people choose their coffee by navour rather than environmentai 

issues (CEC. 1999). Interestingly Canadian consumers in this study expressed a 

preference for shade coffee in te= of taste, whiie U.S. consumers did not distinguish a 

Y h institution estaMished in a side agreement to NAFïA cmcaned with environmental issues across d l  
three particip;iting countries. It has inmeasingiy supported the investigation of shade coffee in Mexico in 
recent years. 



taste Merence between sun and shade coffee. Encowaging the demand for shade coffee 

in the North therefore wouid require education campaigm on the issues regarding sun 

versus shade coffee, stressing the improved flavour of shade coffee (in Canada). 

6.4 Future Research needed in the study region 

The cultivation of coffee is just one aspect of the comrnunities involved in the 

research, and the incorporation of more sustainable coffee practices is just one part of 

improving the environment and quality of life in the comrnunities between Las Nubes 

and Los Cusingos. Community workshops conducted to provide an oppoaunity to 

discuss the most important problems in the communities (Baggio, ZOO), raised issues 

including poor road conditions, lack of community cohesion (Santa Elena). lack of 

recreationai activities and centres for community youths, and concem over waier 

contamination. 

Numerous future projects could offer promising results towards the goal of the 

Las Nu bes-Los Cusingos Conservation Project, to both provide more habitat conducive to 

biodiversity and to improve the quality of life in the comrnunities between the two 

protected areas. The construction of a researchlcommunity centre, complete with 

coquters and means to comrnunicate with other institutions (via htemet, fax, or phone) 

wouid facilitate future research while providing a location for community meetings on a 

variety of topics and enviromentai education programs for chil@ youths and adults. 

Signs demarcating the traiI in Los Cusingos and in Las Nubes with information regard& 



different bird species and other animals wouId encourage more people to explore the 

existing trail system, attracting more visitors to the two protected areas. 

There is still much information that needs to be obtained in the study ana before 

any projects cm be planneci, much of which could be obtained as research projects fiom 

the students at the Faculty of Environmental Studies, York University, and the Tropical 

Science Center in Costa Rica, as set out as objectives in their partnership. Such research 

should include the following: 

Economic studies comparing the practice of shade coffee to the cunent rnethod of 

coffee production in the area ffom the perspective of the small f m e n  themselves. 

including di extemaiities and the additional revenues gained fiom the sale of 

products such as timber and b i t  produced in the coffee farm. 

Ecological studies of how best to inter-relate the variety of shade tree species and 

s h b s  with coffee to produce the most benefits for biodiversity and for the fumer. 

A complete survey classifying the types and locations of the coffee famis in the 

region (e-g. Por6 and coffee, Por6 and Musa and coffee, Po& and Musn and h i t  and 

coffee, etc.). 

Funher investigation on addit ional tree species mentioned in interviews to atuac t 

many birds species, to determine ifthey also provide uses or services for people, and 

wodd be acceptable w ith CO ffee, inciuding : Tucuico (A rdisa revoluta), Pilon 

(Hieronyma oblonga) and othen. 



Studies conducted to increase the knowledge of flora and fauna in Las Nubes 

including hsect and plant surveys. census of orchid species. and future bird bandhg 

projects of resident and migratory species. 

Comparative studies on both the ecology and household economy of existing coffee 

management practices in the study region with traditional rustic coffee systems in 

Costa Rica, a d o r  other Central American countries. 

6.5. Conclusions 

In the search for methods of land-use that have less of an impact on biodiversity, 

coffee with a stnicturally diverse shade canopy offers one alternative in existing coffee 

systems that fulfills this goal. In the southem Pacific region of Costa Rica, coffee grown 

with the heavily pruned Por6 offers a very poor habitat for avian divenity, whereas 

coffee grown with the timber trees Amanll6n and Cedro with a high canopy of twelve 

metres, are much more conducive to avian diversity. The diversity seen in the Amaril1611 

f m  was Iacking many of the forest dependent species seen in the surrounding Iowland 

rainforest. yet had a much higher diversity than the other three cof5ee management 

systems exarnined in the study region. 

It is important that conservation projects include the cooperation and participation 

of local communities, to successfuIiy reach the desired goaL Although community 

memben in Santa EIena and Quizad did not desire a complete reversion to rustic coffee, 

it is likely that an increase in shade levels in coffee farms could occur above the cumnt 

levels, ushg especiaily timber species such as  A m d 6 n .  Encouraging more 



ecologically-beneficiai management practices in addition to an hcrease structural 

diveaity wodd provide habitat more conducive to locai biodiversity. It could aiso 

benefit the farmers through reduced costs of production. provision of additiond products 

for home use and/or sale, and the oppoaunity for a heaithier locai environment. 

Recommendations on how an increase in the arnount of shade could be 

encouraged in the communities of Santa Elena and Quitard were proposed from the 

synthesis of information collected during the study period. Ways to increase structural 

cornplexit y in existing farms included: 

Incorporating timber species in the canopy layer including: Cedro (Cedrela 

odomta). Amanll6n (T. amazonia), Crist6bal (Platyrnisciwn pinnatum) and ira 

maraiion (Ocotea tonduzii). 

Allowing Por6 trees to attain more foliage. and perhaps to flower. 

Incorporating more h i t  trees into the middle Iayer of the coffee farm the species 

dependent on the personal preferences of the smaliholder. 

Encouraging the use of live fences to deheate coffee f m ,  using species that 

provide a food source for bird species, including Inga sp. and Conostegia sp. 

Recommendations for encouraging an increase in shade in coffee farms in the two 

communities included: 

Pzot fafms in the communities with 40% or more shade over the coffee. 

Arranging group trips fiom the community to successful shade cofCee farrns. 



A tree nursery with the desired timber species to distriiute h e  shade tree 

saplings. 

Workshops on shade and coffee. m e  species that cm be incorporated with coffee 

wit h additional uses, and management methods Uicluding a reduction in pesticide 

use and the encouragement of organic fertilizer. 

Establishment of a shade coffee cooperative in the community. 

Pursuing iinks with Coopeagri to process and package shade coffee fkom the 

community separately before export. 

Certification of coffee in the region either under one of the existing shade coffee 

labels. or as 'sustainably grown' coffee that is working towards this certification. 

Increasing the awareness of consumers to shade coffee in Canada and elsewhere. 

Although stnicturally diverse agrofonstry systerns could never replace the vaiue of 

having sections of untouched forest, they ease the transition between remnant forest and 

heavy land-use regions, provide comecting links for faunal dispeaal, and provide 

additional foraging and breeding niches. Most irnportantly they ease the pressure off of 

existing forest patches if aiI  socio-economic needs can be met with the farm itself. The 

dispersai of shade coffee practices in the communities of Santa Elena and Q u i z d  could 

provide the method to increase suitable habitat between the two protected areas, thereby 

providing a link between Los Cusingos Neotmpicai Bird Sanctuary aod Las Nubes 

Biological Reserve, while simultaneously having a positive effect on the livelihoods of 

community meinben. 
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Appendix A: Question set for informal interviews of s m d  fameni iu Santa 
EIena and Qutzad, Costa Rica. 

What is the size of the hm? How many nzanztzm are in cofie? How many people 
h e  here? Do you have another occupation outside ofthis h? When did you buy 
this farm or when did you corne to iive here? 

2) Vegetation in coffke fsrm: 

What kinds of trees and plants do you have growing with your coffee? Do you leave 
any trees to grow in your Fdzm naturaiiy? 

3) Management of the fann 

Can you describe a typical year of cofiee production in your farm? (What is your 
system of cutting the branches of the cofie plants and/or trees? What is your system 
of krtiüzation? What is your system to manage pests and weeds? What is the average 
harvest for co&e in your hm? Who do you seil your coffee to and why? 

Do you follow any recommendations on how to manage your h? Whose 
recommendat ions do you follow? 

Do you h o w  of ICAFE? What do you think of their recommendations? 

Do you have problems with pests in your coffee? What kinds? 

Have you seen any wild mamaIs or wild bircis in your k m ?  

4) affe and shade 

Have you ever had other types of tnes or more trees over the coffee in your farm? 
How did the harvest and heaith of the coffee compare between that case and your hm 
today? 

What do you think of the use of many trees over coffee? 

Have you seen other coree farms with many trees over their co&e? 

Have you ever thought of planthg trees, whose products you could use or seil? What 
kinâs of trees would they be? 

Are you hterested in planthg more trees with your w&e? 



Appendb B: Individuois and organizations intervieweci in Costa Rica during 
Febroary to June, 1999 and January to Macch, 2000. 

Los cwiagos 
Dr. Alexander Skutch, Tropical Omithologist 
Ecîén Chincilla Sanchez, Administrator 

Tropical Science Center 
Dr. Jdio C. Calvo, Executive Director 
M.Sc Rafkei Bolaîio 
hg. Vicente Watson 
+ various other key researchers; 

MINAI?, 
Lic. Martha Jimenez C., Iegai assistant 
+ various other oficiak 

1- 
Ing. Agr. Carlos Fonseca Cg, Coordinator ICAFE-San Isidro 

CATIE 
Numerous researchers from CATIE and abroad at the IUFRO conférence entitled 
'Multistrata Agroforestry Systems With Perenniai Crops' nom Febniary 23-27, 1999, 
heId at CATIE 

COOPEAGRI 
Jorge Conejo, Administration at the head office in San Isidro 
hg. Gilbert Ramiru Alfaro, Industrial Aàmnist rat ive Direct or of t he sugar mill 
Ing. Guilienno Quir&s O., Manager of the coffee benefiw during 1999 
Ing. Carlos Calder60, Manager of the coffee beneficio during 2000 
Ing. Agr. Mkano Ruiz Albarca, Manager of agricultural operations. 

hinforest Aiiirince 
Chris Wille, Dùector of the ECO-O.K. Certification Program. 
Tom Divney, Program Coordinator for the Forest Agriculture Certification 



Appendix C: Guild allocations for each species seen on point counts in the communties of Quizarra and 
Santa Elena, Costa Rica. 

mery-Mllcd Aracari 

COMMON ENCUSH NAME 

Swallow-taild Kite 
Roahido Hawk 

Scaled Pigeon 
Ruddy-Cmuad Davc 
White4 pped Dovc 

Berylaowa#l Hummingbird 
Snawy-bellied HummingMrd 
lufoirr-taileâ Hummingbird 
Brown Videt-Ear 
Fork-tailed h e i a l d  
Whlk-tlbcled Jacobin 
hg-bill& Starthraat 
Blue-thmated Goldenfail 
Saily-bmsted HummingMrd 
Onea Hermtt 

Paloma Morada 
Tori di ta 
Colibllinca 

Bobo Chiso 
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COMMON ENGWSH NAME 

Southem Batrdlas Tyrannukt 
Ycllaw Tyrannulet 
h r  EbcnCa 
Yellow-bellbl Ellienia 
Yellm.bellicd Flycatcher 
PIratic Elycatchct 
BostlMlled Flyestcher 
Great Ctested Rycatcher 
Drrskyceppd Fîycatcher 
Sttraked Fl ycatcher 
Social Fîycatchtr 
Great Kirkadee 
Ruddy-lailed Flycatchcr 
Cornmon Tdy Flycatcher 
Statc-headed Tody Fîycatcher 
Yellaw-crowaed Tyrannulet 
Ttopical Klagbircî 
Mîailetoe Tyrannulet 

Tnpador 

Mquer i io  Silbadar 
Maaqueriio Amarillo 
Eldnia Sabancm 
&iMllo 
MaquetitoWentriamaritlo 
Mosqucm Pirata 
Moque& PicuQ 
Copetbn Viajem 
Copctdn Crtjtiœcuro 
M q u c m  Ilstedo 
Pecha amaril to 
Cr&tbfuO 
Moaquerito Calirrufo 
Espntulilla h G n  
Esphililla CàbcdgrSs 
Matqeriîo Qrcmiamanllo 
Pacho nmacillo 
Mœquetito CeJigris 

STATUS 

R 
R 

R 

R 
R 

K 
H 

R 
R 

R 
R 
M 
R 
NM 
M 
R 

NM 
R 
R-M 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

HablLiil 

m 
FE 

S 

FE 
OS 

FI 
WFI 

FE 
FI 

OS4 
S 

OS 
OS 
S-FI 
OS4 

liL! 
n-s 
Fe 
FE 
OS 
NP 
FIS 
OS& 

S 
OS 

NP-OS 
FIS 

b e l  

T 
L-M 

T 

L M  
L 

t i  
Il 

L 
L 

M 
L 
L 
M 
L 
H 
11 
1 i 
H 
H 
H 
H 

L-M 
M-H 

L 
H 
H 
H 



C4cvIdrc 
c y ~ r & x  morio 

COMMON ENG WSH NAME 

Plain Wton 
RU~OUJ-nnd-whltc Wren 
Rufoiu-Breasted Wnn 
H o m  W m  

Orange-Mlled Nightingale-Thrush 
W h k e - i h t d  RoMn 
Clny-adored Robin 

Tropical Onaicatcher 

h s c t  Onenlet 
Yeitow-thmtcd Vina 
Y4 low-grcon Vireo 
Phitndclphia Virw 

Piapia 

Chi mihi rigill 
Sderrey Rufo y Blaaw 
Sotmy carimakado 
Sotcrrcy 

H i b w  

OS-FE 

os 
OS 
FE 
NP 

m 
FI-S 
OS4 

S 

R*FE 
FI-FE! 
S U S  
FE 

FeS 

FES 
S 

OS4 
RS 
OS4 
FI 
S 
m 

S 
OS4 

Lmd 

L-It 

L 
a.t 
M 
t 

O 
O-L 
O 

t t t  

kt 
11 
14 
M4l 

M-14 

L 
M-11 
M 
T 
L 
O 

M-14 
L-H 

t44 
M 



Gmcn Hoaeyctecpt 
Red-lcggcd Honeyaceper 
Blue Dacilii, 
Scatlet-lhighed Dacuis 
Grey heaûed Tanager 
Sartct-rumpd Tanager 
Spcckld Tanager 
Bay-headed Tanagw 
Oddcn-hotnieû lànager 
Palm Taaagw 
Blue-Gray Tanager 

Embcri;;ridrt 
Arremon aurontürostris Orange-Mlled Spanow 
Awemonops conirattris Bla&atripcd Spa- 
Soltator d&&coIIis Striped Saltator 
Sukldtor I W ( ~ ~ C I ' ~  Buff-throated Saltator 
Spruph~lu uud& Variebtt Setdeater 
Tiads ofivacea Yellow-fa4 Gnusquit 

Explunalion of cades ( s e  ruri forfirrther desctjpitions): 

Sf'ATtlS: FOREST DEWENDENCY (Fû): 
R = bcceding mident 1 = nqdm ,5046 foreat 
NM = mrcîic bneding 2 = survivts in patchy forcbt 
l l l h la  (40% intad forest) 

3 = d m  not nquitc foresi 

Mickro Verde 
Trcpador 
Mielem Azulejo 
Miclcm Celesic y Negro 
Tangara Ctbcdgr6 
Sargcnlo 
Zcbra 
Tangara Cabecicatafia 
Siete Col- 
Tang- Palmera 
Viuda 

P i d n  Piquinmnja 
P i d n  (MeciIbîado 
Saltaior tirtado 
Sinsonle Vcrde 
t?apigutto Variable 
Galtito 

DlhT GUILDS: 
C = meat cater 
G = granivore 
F = fh8ivore 
I = iiuecâivore 
N = nedarivorc 
O = omnivon 

IfABITAT OUILOS: 
FE = forest cdge 
FI = foret rritcdor 
NP = aonfowt 
OS = open s w b  
S = secandary fomt 

FI-S 
FE 
S 
FE3 
n-S 
OS 
n-s 
FI 
Fr4 
OS 

OS4 

O FI-S L-G 
O os t 
O OS4 L 
O OS4 M 
O os L 
O NF G 

FORAGINO LWEL GUILDS (Level) 
O= #oud 
t- low heights 
M= medium heighb 
H= caaopy 
T= trunk 



Appendbr D: Avbn species observeci in six coffke farms sampled in the southern 
Pacinc region of Costa Rica 
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Appendix E: Student t-test calculatious and results compadng the Shannon 
diversity index (H) between the six sample cot'€iee larms 

Formulas: 
H = Qilapi 

Var (H) = [Zpi(lnpiJ' - (Zpilnpi)'] / N + (Sol)/ 2Nz 

t = (Hl - Hz) / (VarH1 + ~ a r ~ ~ ) ' "  

df = (VarHI + V U H ~ ) ~  I [ (VarHi)2/Ni + (VarHz)2/Nz ] 

where H = Shannon Diversity Index 

pi = proportion of species i 

N = total number of individuals per Fdnn 

S = total number of species per fana 

(source: Magurran, 1988) 
Resu lts: 

Wet seuson: 

at the 



Dry Season: 

significant 
- 1 - 

it the P=O.OS Ievel 

Wet versur Dry season: 
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